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Migrational Behavior of Mallards and Black Ducks
as Determined from Banding
LARGE-SCALE BANDING of
migratory ducks in the United States first
occurred in Illinois. During the spring
and fall of 1922, Frederick C. Lincoln
of the U.S. Bureau of Biological Survey
(now Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife) banded 1,670 mallards (Anas
platyrhynchos) and 57 black ducks
(Anas ritbripes) at the Sanganois Duck
Club, near Browning. In 1926, Lincoln
again returned to the Illinois River to
band 941 mallards and 27 black ducks
near Bath.
We do not know why Lincoln selected
this area of the nation to demonstrate the
feasibility of trapping large numbers of
waterfowl. It may have been because
Illinois is about midway between the
principal breeding and wintering grounds
of the mallard, or because the state was
known for its abundance of migrating
mallards.
Illinois remains one of the leading
states for migrating waterfowl in the
nation; only a few states are frequented
by larger numbers. And, as in earlier
days, mallards are especially abundant.
Weekly waterfowl censuses during the
fall of 1965 revealed that mallards com-
posed 65 percent of all ducks concen-
trated in the Illinois and Mississippi
River valleys of Illinois. Before their
decline in the 1950's, mallards formed
an even larger proportion of the duck
population. Peak numbers of mallards
in these valleys have varied (1945-
1966) from a high of 2,435,000 in 1955
to a low of 563,000 in 1961.
Because of the abundance and impor-
tance of mallards, this species has re-
ceived the greatest attention in banding
programs within the state. Prior to the
entry of the Illinois Natural History
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Survey into the waterfowl banding pro-
gram in 1939, the only large contribu-
tion to Lincoln's effort in Illinois was
that of Chris Goetz. Between 1932 and
1940, he banded almost 5,000 mallards
at the Duck Island Preserve near Ban-
ner in Fulton County, Illinois.
The principal duck banding program
of the Survey extended from 1939
through 1952. Survey personnel have
continued to band ducks, but since 1952
the bandings have been more experimen-
tal in nature, directed toward problems
of homing and orientation. Nevertheless,
many of the indirect recoveries from
these experimental bandings can be used
to analyze fall migration movements.
Personnel of the Illinois Department
of Conservation and the U.S. Bureau of
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife have also
banded appreciable numbers of ducks in
the state. To provide as much substance
as possible to our analysis of duck band-
ings in Illinois, we have made use of
band recoveries from the Department of
Conservation's banding program at the
Union County Wildlife Management
Area, Ware, Illinois, and the Bureau's
bandings as well as our own at the Lake
Chautauqua National Wildlife Refuge,
Havana, Mason County, Illinois, here-
after referred to as Lake Chautauqua.
To round out the analysis of mallard
movements in the Mississippi Flyway,
we have used band recoveries from mal-
lards banded by the Bureau of Sport
Fisheries and Wildlife at the Delta
Marsh, Manitoba, Canada, and the
Squaw Creek National Wildlife Refuge,
Mound City, Missouri.
The objectives of the analysis pre-
sented in this paper were to determine:
a) the migration patterns as shown by
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band recoveries from mallards and black
ducks, b) the variation in migration pat-
terns of mallards banded at various
localities in the Mississippi Flyway, c)
the degree of variation in migration pat-
terns of mallards from year to year, d)
the period of time mallards remain at a
given area on the flyway, and e) the
chronology of migration in the mallard
as shown by band recoveries.
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METHODS
Type of Traps
The basic trap used in Illinois to cap-
ture dabbling ducks was 16 feet long,
8 feet wide, and 6 feet high (Fig. 1). It
had V-type entrances at either end, with
a holding box at one end. This trap was
used primarily to capture mallards and
black ducks. Usually two to four of these
traps were operated at each banding
station.
The traps were placed in water 6-18
inches deep and baited with grain. Whole
corn was usually used as bait for attract-
ing mallards and black ducks.
Location of Banding Sfafions in Illinois
Personnel of the Illinois Natural
History Survey banded ducks at five
principal locations in the state— Lake
Chautauqua, Mason County, 1939-
1944, 1947-1952, 1954-1966; McGin-
nis Slough, Cook County, 1940-1947;
Spring Lake Division, Upper Missis-
sippi Wildlife and Fish Refuge, Carroll
County, 1946-1948; and Calhoun Divi-
sion, Mark Twain National Wildlife
Refuge, Jersey County, 1947-1948.
George Arthur, Illinois Department
of Conservation, banded waterfowl at
the Union County Wildlife Management
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Fig.
nadards
i. — Banding trap jsed by personnel of the Illinois Natural History Survey to captur
and black ducks in shallow lakes and marshes.
Area, near Ware, Illinois. 1954-1966.
Only indirect recoveries from mallards
he banded in the 1954-1965 period are
used in this report.
Fig. 2 shows the locations of these
banding stations in Illinois.
Handling of Records
At the time of banding, ducks were
classified as to species, sex, and, when
possible, as to whether immature or
adult. Data were recorded on our own
field forms, and transferred to federal
banding schedule forms in our office.
The completed schedules were for-
warded to the Bird Banding Laboratory
at the Patuxent Wildlife Research Cen-
ter, Laurel, Maryland, a branch of the
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
The Bird Banding Laboratory re-
ported each recovery of a banded bird
on a 3- by 4-inch file card until 1949
when the form was changed to a
"flimsy," a carbon copy of band-recov-
ery report Form 3-624. The flimsy was
revised and enlarged in 1954, and in
1961 the Bird Banding Laboratory
switched to IBM cards to inform both
the bander and reporter of each band
recovery.
We hand tabulated data from the file
cards, the flimsies, and listings of our
own punched IBM cards up to 1952.
Band recovery data for the 1955-1966
period for all stations were tabulated by
computer at the University of Illinois.
It should be noted that frequently this
report uses one set of dates for bandings
and another set of dates for recoveries,
because indirect recoveries occur in
years following the bandings. Also, in
some tabulations data were omitted for
certain years when band recoveries were
insufficient for analysis.
Terminology
Particular definitions have been given
to certain terms by the Bird Banding
Laboratory. These terms are used fre-
quently by bird banders and are essential
to understanding this text. We have
slightly modified the definition of most
terms, as listed below, to meet the speci-
fic needs of this study.
Adults: Ducks one year of age or
older.
Immatures: Young ducks fully cap-
170 Illinois
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able of flight but known to have hatched
in the year of banding.
Recovery: A report of a banded duck
killed or found dead. Over 95 percent
of recoveries reported herein resulted
from ducks shot by hunters. Trappers of
muskrats were probably next in report-
ing largest numbers of banded ducks.
Direct recovery: A band recovered
during the same autumn and/or hunting
season as banded.
Indirect recovery: A band recovered
in hunting seasons subsequent to the
first.
Repeat or retrapped: The recapture
of a duck within 90 days at the same
trap and /or banding station where it was
initially banded.
Return: The recapture of a duck at
the same banding station over 90 days
cf
(usually the following fall) following
initial banding.
Banding year: Our banding year
started September 1 in one calendar year
and ended January 15 in the next calen-
dar year. For all practical purposes it
was the hunting season in the United
States and Canada, which has varied as
to opening and closing dates. The closing
dates in the southern zone of the United
States have invariably occurred in Janu-
ary of the calendar year after banding
but during the same banding year.
Coordinates: The latitude and longi-
tude of a particular banding station or
band recovery. A band recovery is now
recorded on an IBM card by coordi-
nates read from maps marked off in
10-minute grids.
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Tabulation of Band Recoveries
At the time we first began to tabulate
band recovery data in 1950, they were
reported by a political or geographic
designation, such as a town, county, or
lake. In recording several thousand band
recoveries by political designation, we
found it nearly impossible to make
definitive comparisons among banding
stations and among years. Therefore, for
species and for banding stations where
large numbers of recoveries made com-
parisons difficult, we tabulated band
recovery data by coordinates. As far as
we know, this was the first use of co-
ordinates rather than political divisions
to facilitate the analysis of recovery data.
Band recovery data were grouped for
every 30 minutes of latitude and longi-
tude.
IBM cards record recoveries by each
degree of latitude and longitude. In both
hand and computer analysis of recovery
data by coordinates, degree blocks are
used. For each degree of latitude, the
mean of the longitudinal distribution of
recoveries is determined. The mean
points in each degree of latitude are con-
nected with a line which we term an
axial line. This designates the mean of
the east-west distribution of recoveries
within the Mississippi Flyway. The
standard deviation indicates the scatter
of band recoveries to the east and to the
west of the mean. About two-thirds of
the recoveries occur within one standard
deviation of the mean. Thus, connecting
the standard deviation points between
each degree of latitude forms a definable
geographic area, which can be depicted
on a map, and can be compared with
band data from other similar areas.
Our interpretation of the Mississippi
Flyway (the area within the heavy lines
in Fig. 3) is slightly different from that
illustrated by Lincoln (1935:6). Our
western border of the flyway extends
from Saskatchewan to the Missouri
River in central North Dakota. Then it
proceeds through the middle of South
Dakota and into Nebraska slightly west
of the Missouri River (usually one tier
of counties) to Kansas City, Missouri.
It extends along county borders from
Kansas City to Galveston Bay, Texas.
The eastern border of the Mississippi
Flyway follows state borders, the east
side of Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee, and
Alabama. The relatively few band re-
coveries outside the flyway were not
included in the analysis of recoveries by
coordinates.
Throughout this study, the proportion
of direct or indirect recoveries in any
longitudinal-latitudinal area is equated
to time. We believe there is a close rela-
tionship between the proportion of band
recoveries in any geographic area (of the
region delineated in this study) and the
amount of time spent there by ducks
during the hunting season. Thus, if indi-
rect recoveries for a particular area
amounted to 10 percent of the total
recovered during a season, then we inter-
pret this as indicating that that group of
ducks spent 10 percent of the hunting
season there.
RESULTS
MALLARD
Lake Chautauqua Bandings
(Our main banding effort was at the
Lake Chautauqua Refuge containing a
3,700-acre shallow-basined body of
water adjacent to the Illinois River.
There are numerous private waterfowl
clubs in the immediate area, and the
most important waterfowl hunting
grounds in the Illinois River valley are
in an area from 10 to 20 miles down-
stream (southwest) from the refuge.
Mallard populations on the refuge dur-
ing the period of banding varied from
a peak of 1,500,000 in 1944 to a low of
60,000 in 1964. Only a smaU number of
mallards were banded prior to mid-
October or after the end of November.
)
Band recoveries outside of our defined
limits of the Mississippi Flyway were
relatively few. Fig. 3 shows all recoveries
outside the defined area that resulted
from banding 46,070 mallards in the
periods 1939-1944 and 1947-1952 at
Illinois Natural History Survey Bullehn Vol. 30, Art. 3
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Fig. 3. — Direct and indirect band recoveries outside our defined limits (heavy lines) of the
Mississippi Flyway from mallards trapped and banded at Lake Chautauqua, 1939-1944, 1947-1952.
Lake Chautauqua. Of the 5,408 indirect
recoveries tabulated geographically from
these bandings, 97.1 percent occurred
within our defined limits of the flyway,
2.3 percent occurred west of the flyway
and 0.6 percent east of the flyway. There
were 2,713 direct recoveries tabulated
geographically of which only 0.55 per-
cent occurred west of the flyway and
0.29 percent east of the flyway.
Most of the mallard recoveries west of
the Mississippi Flyway were in the Great
Plains immediately west of the flyway
border; only 12 were in the Far West.
Recoveries of Illinois banded mallards
in the Atlantic Flyway represented birds
which were probably trapped as they
were crossing the Mississippi Flyway on
their way to wintering grounds in South
Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. An aver-
age of 1 1 3,000 mallards wintered in
South Carolina, 1960-1966; 5,000 win-
tered in Georgia; and 3,700 in Florida,
and, of necessity, almost all of these
ducks migrated through the Midwest to
reach their destinations in these states.
The indirect recovery rate west of the
Mississippi Flyway was 0.24 percent for
adult drake mallards banded at Lake
Chautauqua. For immature drakes the
indirect recovery rate was 0.42 percent,
and for hens of both age classes it was
0.21 percent. This suggests that imma-
ture drake mallards banded in Illinois
during their first fall of life were more
likely to occur in the Central Flyway in
subsequent falls than were mallards
banded initially as adults. Hens were less
likely than drakes to leave the confines
of the flyway.
Longitudinal Distribution. — The
yearly axial lines of mallard indirect
recoveries in the flyway from Lake
Chautauqua bandings are shown
grouped into three periods (Fig. 4, 5,
and 6). In general, the axial lines are
very similar through the span of 17
years. The greatest variation in the east-
west distribution of axial lines usually
occurs in the latitudes where the recov-
eries are fewest. These are latitudes
with less waterfowl habitat than other
latitudes.
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Fig. 4.— Axial lines, 1940-1945, of indirect band recoveries fron
Chautauqua.
nallards banded at Lake
The latitude marked by the 47° and
48° parallels shows a peculiar variation
in means.* In 13 of 17 years the axial
lines show an abrupt swing east-south-
eastward, from their points of origin in
northeastern North Dakota into western
Minnesota, but, then, in the next zone
to the south (between the 46° and 47°
* For all locations of areas designated by
parallels and meridians, refer to frontispiece
map.
parallels) there is a swing back to the
west, with all the mean points falling in
southeastern North Dakota. This zigzag
in the axial lines is apparently due to
the limited distribution of mallard habi-
tat in this zone.
It should not be inferred from the
zigzag in band recoveries that the mal-
lards shift their passage similarly. Appar-
ently Lake Chautauqua-bound mallards
pass southeastward from Saskatchewan
over eastern North Dakota and western
174 Illinois Natural History Survey Bulletin Vol. 30, Art. 3
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Fig. 5.
Chautauqua
-Axial lines, 1946-1951, of indirect band recoveries from mallards banded at Lake
Minnesota. Many of those in the eastern
elements of the migrating swarm tend to
drop out in western Minnesota, whereas
most of those in the western elements
pass nonstop over adjacent areas in east-
ern North Dakota.
There is a great abundance of mallard
habitat in the region of western Minne-
sota, and a comparative paucity of habi-
tat in the adjacent region of east-central
North Dakota. Apparently, however, in
some years rains create temporary water
areas on the Red River plains of North
Dakota that attract elements of mallard
population which previously passed non-
stop; their detainment is reflected in the
kill and band recoveries from the Red
River Plains. Thus, particularly in 1951
and 1956, the high kill of mallards in
this region of eastern North Dakota
reduced the effect of the kill made in
adjacent western Minnesota. The 1951
and 1956 recoveries are believed to be
a more typical representation of the
Sept., 1970 Beilrose & Crompton: Migrational Behavior of Ducks
Fig. 6.-
Chautauqua.
al Ime 1952-1957, of indirect band recoveries from mallards banded at Lake
flight path taken by migrating mallards
across eastern North Dakota.
In 9 of the 16 years (1940-1943,
1945, 1946, 1952, 1953, and 1955),
the axial line of recoveries arrived at the
Mississippi River near the border of
Minnesota and Iowa. In the other 7
years (1944, 1948-1951, 1954, and
1956) the axial line arrived at the Mis-
sissippi River farther south in northwest-
ern Illinois. We are unable to account
for all of these slight shifts in axial lines
in the region between the western border
of Minnesota and the Mississippi River.
Mass flights of ducks, largely mallards,
occurred on the Upper Mississippi Wild-
life and Fish Refuge during the autumns
of 1940, 1946-1948, 1955, and 1956
(Green 1963:22, 24). In 3 of these 6
years (1940, 1946, 1955). the axial
lines of recoveries (Fig. 4, 5, and 6)
were close to the Upper Mississippi
Refuge, but in 2 of the years of mass
flights (1948, 1956) the axial lines fell
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farther west. However, by far the largest
mass movements of mallards on the
Upper Mississippi Refuge occurred in
1940 and 1955 (op. cit. :24), and this
is reflected in the proximity of the 1940
and 1955 axial lines to the upper Mis-
sissippi River. Both the 1940 and 1955
mass migrations of mallards and other
ducks were the result of unusually
severe storms (Bellrose 1957:21). In
our opinion, the strong northwest to
west winds of these storms partially
drifted large segments of Chautauqua-
banded mallards east of their customary
lines of flight, thereby accounting for the
eastward swing in the axial lines in
southern Minnesota.
There is considerable variation in the
yearly east-west location of the axial
lines of mallard band recoveries (Fig.
4, 5, and 6) in the lower wintering
grounds. The lower wintering grounds
extend south from the Arkansas River
in Arkansas to the Louisiana coast. Only
a small proportion of the mallards in the
Mississippi migration corridor (Bellrose
1968:8) winter in this region. Conse-
quently, the yearly shifts in east-west
distribution represent only relatively
small numbers of mallards. The change
in location of the axial line on the lower
wintering grounds for the mallard ap-
pears to be related to shifts in the avail-
ability of food. Streams flood at different
times in the various watersheds, account-
ing for much of the shift in abundance
of mallards, which are quick to move
east or west to newly flooded feeding
grounds.
There are two regions where the
yearly axial lines are similar— in the
vicinity of the banding station at Lake
Chautauqua and between northern Ten-
nessee and the Arkansas River of
Arkansas. The first region emphasizes
the consistent tendency each year for
Lake Chautauqua mallards to return to
the vicinity of their banding site. The
second region emphasizes the stability
of food supplies in the rice region of
Arkansas where large tracts of swamp
land are managed specifically for mal-
lard hunting.
The standard deviation analysis of
indirect mallard recoveries from Lake
Chautauqua is shown for two periods,
1940-1954, and 1955-1959 (Fig. 7).
There are only slight differences in the
geographic distribution of band recov-
eries between these two periods, suggest-
ing that there was no basic change in
migration patterns during the two
periods.
During these time periods there might
have been a gradual shift in mallard
populations from the Illinois to the Mis-
sissippi rivers in Illinois. Our belief was
based upon relative fall populations in
these two areas (Mills et al. 1966:21).
But apparently the increase in mallards
in the Mississippi River valley of Illinois
during the 1955-1964 period over that
of the 1946-1954 period (op. cit. :21)
did not accrue at the expense of mallard
populations customarily frequenting the
Illinois River valley.
Because about two-thirds of the band
recoveries occur within the lines delin-
eating the standard deviation, these lines
mark the significant limits of recoveries
from the Lake Chautauqua banding sta-
tion. The spread in longitudinal distri-
bution of recoveries is greatest on the
mallard breeding grounds in Saskatche-
wan and Manitoba, and smallest in the
area of the banding station. The largest
spread extends over a width of 500
miles, the smallest spread extends over
a width of 70 miles, and the broad span
over most of the area delineated is about
150 miles.
The distribution of individual band
recoveries in Canada from mallards
banded at Lake Chautauqua is given in
Fig. 8. Most of these recoveries were
reported by hunters and were taken
during the fall. A few recoveries were
obtained from fur trappers and were
taken in early spring. For the most part,
the recoveries were from the grassland
and parkland region of southwestern
Manitoba and of eastern Saskatchewan,
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Fig. 8. — The distribution of individual indirect band recoveries
nallards banded at Lalce Chautauqua.
1940-1954, from
direct as compared to those of indirect
recoveries.
Yearly variation is especially evident
in direct recovery means recorded be-
tween the 37° and 38° parallels. In five
years (1939, 1944, 1950-1952) the
axial lines fell near the mouth of the
Wabash River 250 miles southeast of
the banding station as a result of the
unusually large number of recoveries
from Hovey Lake, in the southwest cor-
ner of Indiana.
All of our information points to siz-
able late season departures during the
fail to Hovey Lake from the Illinois
River valley. Apparently in those years
we banded unusually large numbers of
mallards which were late migrants. Our
chronology of fall-banded mallards
varied from year to year depending upon
trap locations, weather conditions, and
availability of food.
The summary distribution of direct
band recoveries, 1939-1944 and 1947-
1952, by longitude mean and standard
deviation is given in Fig. 7. The axial
and standard deviation lines are quite
similar to those for indirect recoveries
in the lower half of the Mississippi Fly-
way. The principal difference in the dis-
tribution between direct and indirect
recoveries occurs in the latitude of the
banding station and the latitudes imme-
diately to the south.
Table 1 shows the longitudinal distri-
bution of direct and indirect mallard
recoveries for the degree of latitude
(40°-41°) embracing the Lake Chau-
tauqua banding station. The means are
almost identical for both direct and indi-
rect band recoveries, being slightly to
the west of the banding station, which
was located within 2 miles of the 90°
meridian. Both direct and indirect recov-
eries predominated to the southwest of
the station because the more extensive
hunting grounds located there biased
recoveries in that direction.
The standard deviation implies that
two-thirds of the recoveries occurred
within an average of ±0.35 of a degree
for direct recoveries and =b0.55 of a
degree for indirect recoveries. Since at
this latitude 1 degree of longitude equals
52.5 miles, the breadth of the standard
deviation of direct recoveries was about
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Table I. — A comparison of the longitudinal
distribution of direct and indirect mallard recov-
eries, 1939-1952, from bandings at Lake Chau-
tauqua, Mason County, Illinois, for the degree of
latitude of the banding station (40°-4l°). Band-
ing station located at about 90° longitude.*
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region of Mississippi. This extreme pro-
portion from the Deep South probably
resulted from the worst fall storm in
history, which struck the Midwest on
November 1 1 , forcing hundreds of thou-
sands of mallards south ahead of their
customary migration time.
Surprisingly, only 1.7 percent of all
indirect recoveries occurred on the
3,500,000-acre coastal marsh of Louisi-
ana. Most of the other species of dab-
bling ducks in the Mississippi Flyway
winter on this coastal marsh, but it is
apparent that wintering Illinois-banded
mallards predominated in the swamp
lands to the north of the coastal marshes.
The latitudinal distribution of direct
band recoveries for mallards banded at
Lake Chautauqua is shown in Table 3.
The latitudes shown extend from 1 de-
gree north (41°-42°) of the banding
station (40°-41°) to the Gulf of Mex-
ico. The yearly variation in the propor-
tion of direct recoveries in the vicinity
of the banding station varied from a low
of 33 percent^in 1939 to a high of 68.2
percent in 1951.
The principal reason for the yearly
variation for direct recoveries in the
vicinity of the banding station was varia-
tion in the chronology of banding. In
those years when the proportion recov-
ered was lowest (1939, 1941, 1942,
1943, 1944), bandings tended to be late
in the fall; when the proportion recov-
ered was highest (1940, 1949, 1950,
1951, 1952) the bandings tended to be
early in the fall. Food, water, and weath-
er conditions were other factors which
influenced the yearly rate of direct recov-
eries near the banding station.
The percentages of direct and indirect
recoveries, distributed among the lati-
tudes from 1 degree above the Lake
Chautauqua banding station to the Gulf
of Mexico, are compared in Table 4.
Between the 40° and 41° parallels, the
location of the banding station, direct
recoveries were about 1.7 times greater
than indirect recoveries. However, upon
considering only the 1 degree of latitude
immediately above, and the 1 degree
below the banding station, we find that
the indirect recoveries were greater than
direct recoveries. This suggests that
some of the Lake Chautauqua mallards
dropped out of migration immediately
prior to reaching their migratory home
destination of Chautauqua and that some
slightly overshot their destination. In
Table 3.— The percent of direct band recoveries, 1939-1944 and 1949-1952, for mallards banded
at Lake Chautauqua, by degrees of latitude.
Degree
of
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Table 4. — A comparison of the latitudinal dis-
tribution of direct and indirect recoveries of
mallards from I degree north of the banding
station at Lake Chautauqua to the Gulf of
Mexico for the years 1939-1952.
Degree
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McGinnis Slough Bandings
(McGinnis Slough is a body of water
of only 300 acres situated in the south-
western part of Cook County, lUinois.
It is rather isolated from other waterfowl
habitat. The nearest important water-
fowl hunting habitat lies on the upper
Illinois River, especially from Channa-
hon to Bureau, some 20 to 85 miles west
and slightly south of McGinnis Slough.
Additional small acreage of waterfowl
habitat occurs in northwestern Indiana.)
Longitudinal Distribution. — A sum-
mary of indirect band recoveries for
mallards by longitude, 1941-1951, is
shown in Fig. 9. The axial and standard
deviation lines show a longitudinal dis-
tribution down the flyway almost identi-
cal to that for bandings of mallards at
Lake Chautauqua. The only important
differences between the two stations
occur between 40° and 45° of latitude,
where the axial and standard deviation
lines are farther east for McGinnis
Slough recoveries. The slightly greater
eastward swing for McGinnis Slough
mallards begins in southern Minnesota
and ends on the Mississippi River in
west-central Illinois.
North of the McGinnis Slough band-
ing station in the United States, the
spread of band recoveries varied from a
maximum of 350 miles to a minimum of
100 miles and averaged about 225 miles.
South of the banding station, spread in
band recoveries varied from a maximum
of 270 miles to a minimum of 120 miles
with an average of about 1 70 miles.
The standard deviation in the longi-
tudinal distribution of band recoveries
at the latitude of the McGinnis Slough
banding station was 200 miles. This is
more than twice the spread for indirect
recoveries of Lake Chautauqua banded
mallards in the vicinity of their station.
The difference arises from the small size
of McGinnis Slough, the paucity of hunt-
ing in its immediate vicinity, and the
importance of the upper Illinois River
valley for mallard hunting, some 20-85
miles to the west.
Table 6 shows the yearly variation in
the mean longitude and standard devia-
tion for indirect band recoveries occur-
ring at the latitude of the McGinnis
Slough banding station. The mean varied
from 0.12 to 1.47 degrees west of the
banding station during the 9-year period.
The standard deviation displayed a con-
siderable yearly variation; some years
those mallards returning to the latitude
of McGinnis Slough were widely dis-
persed, east and west, and other years
they were well grouped near the station.
But in general, there is evidence of a
Table 6.— Indirect mallard band recoveries, 1943-1951. by mean degree of longitude* and its
standard deviation tor the degree of latitude (4l°-42°) at which the ducks were banded at
McGinnis Slough, Cook County, Illinois. Station located at about 87.9° longitude.
Year
Number of
Recoveries
Mean Degree
of Longitude
Degrees from
Station ''
Standard
Deviation
in Degrees
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
Average
12
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strong homing tendency for McGinnis
Slough mallards. Considering the small
size of McGinnis Slough and its out-of-
the-way location for mallards, it is a
remarkable display of return.
The longitudinal distribution of mal-
lard direct recoveries, 1940-1947, for
McGinnis Slough bandings, along with
the distribution of indirect recoveries is
shown in Fig. 9. The axial Ime of direct
recoveries occurs from 10 to 50 miles
east of that for the indirect recoveries
Fig- 9. — The longitudinal distribution of nnallard indirect recoveries as compared with direct
cecoverles on the basis of mean and standard deviation lines. Mallards banded at McGinnis Slough,
Cook County, Illinois, 1940-1947.
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between the banding station and the
main wintering grounds near Stuttgart,
Arkansas. North of the banding station,
the direct mallard recoveries, represent-
ing a reversed movement, tend to occur
in central Wisconsin, about 50 miles to
the east of the line for most indirect
recoveries.
The axial line and standard deviation
for the direct recoveries represent the
migration corridor used by McGinnis
Slough mallards between that area and
the wintering grounds. The slight west-
ward distribution of the indirect recov-
eries is more in keeping with the mass
mallard passage through Illinois to the
wintering grounds. It is evident that
some mallards banded at McGinnis
Slough are "captured" by other mallard
population elements passing in subse-
quent years to the west of McGinnis
Slough.
Latitudinal Distribution. — The lati-
tudinal distribution of indirect recoveries
for mallards banded at McGinnis
Slough. 1941-1951, is given in Table 7.
The percentages of recoveries by latitude
are similar to those of mallards banded
at Lake Chautauqua except for the dif-
ference stemming from the location of
the two stations. At the latitude of
McGinnis Slough (41°-42°) indirect
recoveries for that station amounted to
16.8 percent. On the other hand, at this
latitude for Lake Chautauqua bandings,
recoveries amounted to only 7.9 percent
(Table 2). And at the latitude of Lake
Chautauqua, recoveries from McGinnis
Slough bandings amounted to only 5.4
percent. Thus, there is evidence that
each banded group of mallards tended
to return to the latitude where previ-
ously banded.
Considering direct recoveries, mallards
banded at McGinnis Slough have a
recovery of 55.5 percent within the
degree of latitude of the banding station
(Table 8). This is close to the 53.7
percent recorded for direct recoveries
from Lake Chautauqua bandings and
Table 7. — The number and percent of indirect
recoveries, I94I-I95I, from mallards banded at
McGinnis Slough, Coolc County, by degrees of
latitude. Station located at about 87.9° longi-
tude.
Degree
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Table 8. — A comparison of the distribution of
direct and indirect recoveries for the same lati-
tudes from north of the banding station at
McGinnis Slough to the Gulf of Mexico,
1941-1947.
Degree
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Fig. 10. — The longitudinal distribution of mallard indirect recoveries as compared with direct
recoveries on the basis of mean and standard deviation lines. Mallards banded at the Spring Lake
Refuge, Carroll County, Illinois, 1946-1948.
in the immediate vicinity of the banding
station. South of southern Illinois there
was little difference in the axial or
standard deviation lines until central
Louisiana, and south, a region of few
recoveries.
Direct and indirect recoveries between
42° and 40° of latitude are largely from
the Mississippi and Illinois River valleys,
thereby accounting for the axial lines
passing between these two river valleys.
The plotting of individual direct recov-
eries shows their distribution in the
region of the Spring Lake banding sta-
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Table 9. — Indirect mallard band recoveries, 1947-1950, by mean degree of longitude and its
standard deviation tor the degree of latitude (42°-43°) v/here banded at the Spring Lake, Carroll
County, Illinois station. Banding station located at about 90.1° longitude.^
Year
Standard
Number of Mean Degree Degrees from Deviation
Recoveries of Longitude Station ^ of Recoveries
1947
1948
1949
1950
Average
32
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tion ( Fig. 11). Two facts are apparent
— there is a cruising radius of about 25
miles around the banding station which
the mallards cover in their feeding activi-
ties, and when the birds leave the area
of their daily cruising range they are
continuing their migratory flight. The
Mississippi River valley between Musca-
tine. Iowa, and Alton, Illinois, supports
the largest mallard concentrations in the
entire Mississippi valley, yet there are
few direct recoveries from this region.
This indicates that mallards departing
from Spring Lake in migration did not
gradually move south down the Missis-
sippi River albeit that excellent habitat
was available to them. It is also evident
from Fig. 11 that a sizeable contingent
of Spring Lake banded mallards flew
southeastward about 65 miles to the
Illinois River valley near Bureau. We
believe that most of these mallards had
this area of the Illinois valley as their
initial goal but prematurely dropped out
of migratory passage at Spring Lake and
were banded before continuing to their
proximate goal.
Latitudinal Distribution. — The lati-
tudinal distribution of indirect recoveries
from mallards banded at Spring Lake
is given in Table 10. Because the band-
ing station was located only 2 miles
north of the 42° parallel, approximately
equal numbers of recoveries were re-
ceived below and above that latitude.
Therefore, at the latitude of the banding
station we have combined band recover-
ies for 2 degrees (41°-43°) of latitude
to make the data more comparable with
those from other banding stations. Indi-
rect recoveries in this delimited area
amounted to 23.6 percent of the total
for the flyway.
Indirect recoveries for a similar 2-
degree delimited area (39°-41°) in the
vicinity of the Chautauqua station (Table
2) accounted for 24.1 percent, and for
McGinnis Slough (40°-42°) (Table 7)
22.1 percent, of the indirect recoveries
over the entire span of migratory flight.
Table 10. — The number and percent of indi-
rect recoveries, 1947-1952, fronn mallards banded
at Spring Lake, Carroll County, Illinois, by
degrees of latitude. Station located at about
90.1° longitude.
Degree
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Table M. — A comparison of the distribution
ot direct and indirect recoveries tor the same
latitudes from north of the banding station at
Spring Lake to the Gulf of Mexico, 1946-1952.
Degree
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MALLARD -CALHOUN REFUGE
Indirect Recoveries
Fig. 12. — The mean line of indirect recoveries from mallards banded at the Calhoun Refuge
Jersey County, Illinois, 1947 and 1948.
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Table 12. — The number and percent of Indi-
rect recoveries, 1948-1954, from mallards banded
ai the Calhoun Refuge, Jersey County, Illinois,
by degrees of latitude. Station located at about
90.4° longitude.
Degree
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Fig. 13.— The longitudinal distribution of mallard indirect recoveries on the basis of nnean and
standard deviation lines. Mallards banded at the Union County Wildlife Management Area, near
Ware, Illinois, 1954-1966.
tude of the banding station fell within
a longitudinal span of 175 miles.
Standard deviation of indirect band
recoveries from Union County is small-
est from the banding station south along
the Mississippi River to southern Arkan-
sas. There the path of recoveries is only
100-140 miles wide. Standard deviation
shows that the broadest recovery path is
between the western border of Minne-
sota and the Mississippi River along the
border of Illinois. In this region the
delineated path is from 200 to 250 miles
wide. This wide path across southwest-
ern Minnesota and diagonally across
Iowa results both from the spread in
band recoveries in any one year, and
from variations in the yearly mean.
Fig. 14 shows the variation in the
yearly mean longitude distribution of
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Table 13.— Indirect mallard band recoveries, 1955-1966, by nnean degree of longitude* and
its standard deviation for the degree of latitude (ST'-BS") encompassing the Union County, Illinois,
banding station. Station located at about 89.4° longitude.
Year
Number of
Recoveries
Mean Degree Degrees from
of Longitude Station^'
Standard
Deviation
in Degrees
1955
1956
1967
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
Average
257
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Fig. 14.— Axial lines, 1955-1960, of Indirect band recoveries from mallards banded at the
Union County Area, near Ware, Illinois.
east of that of 1957. In the 1955 mass
flight the wind was strong from the west,
while in 1957 the wind was almost as
strong from the northeast. At the time
of both the 1956 and 1957 mass flights,
heavy, low overcast at night reduced
visibility to less than a mile. The regions
crossed by the passage of waterfowl in
southern Minnesota and northern and
eastern Iowa are devoid of salient land-
scape features. South of the Minnesota
River, the general drainage pattern of
creeks and small rivers is southeastward
to the Mississippi River. When it is visi-
ble, the drainage pattern in this region
provides a means of orientation. During
the diurnal passage in 1956, observa-
tions made from a light aircraft by
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Bellrose (Bellrose & Sieh 1960: 33, 34,
44) indicated that mallards were utiliz-
ing the larger streams of this region for
navigational purposes. Nocturnal obser-
vations made by Bellrose at low altitudes
from a light airplane were helpful in
understanding the problems faced by
migrating waterfowl at night. On nights
with a low overcast, the watercourses of
this region were invisible until directly
below the aircraft, and woods and fields
were indistinguishable. It is doubtful
that on the nights of November 1-2,
1955, and October 23-24, 1957, the
landscape in this region could have been
used by waterfowl for prolonged orienta-
tion and/ or navigation. Therefore, the
variation in yearly means of longitude in
the region, from western Minnesota
southeastward to the Mississippi River,
appears to be attributable to wind drift
of migrating mallards during nights of
poor visibility and strong beam winds.
Landscape features were plainly visible
and were used during the diurnal pas-
sage in 1956, when there was apparently
no wind drift.
Latitudinal Distribution.— The lati-
tudinal distribution of indirect mallard
band recoveries from Union County is
shown for the years 1955-1966 in
Table 14,— The percent of indirect mallard recoveries, 1955-1966, by latitude from bandings
at the Union County banding station (Sy^-BS").
Degree 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966
of
Ladtude (1236) » (2160) (1531) (965) (490) (416) (233) (105) (256) (575) (243) (221)
55-56
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Table 14. Unlike results from previous
banding stations in Illinois, smaller pro-
portions of recoveries occurred in the
latitude of the banding station. The
average was only 8.0 percent for the
entire period as contrasted with 19.6
percent for the return of Chautauqua
mallards to the latitude of their banding
station. Combining of mallard recoveries
from the latitude of the Union County
banding station with the latitude im-
mediately to the south results in a 17.4
percent return. At other Illinois stations
the combined recoveries of 2 degrees
embracing the banding station varied
from 22 to 25 percent.
The difference in return of mallards
to the Union County area from that at
other Illinois areas is, in our opinion,
due to the differences in migration re-
sponse when overflights occur. The
Union County area is on the northern
fringe of the main wintering grounds
for the mallard in the Mississippi Fly-
way. We speculate that when mallards
bound for the Union County area miss
it, perhaps flying over on dark nights,
they reach their main wintering grounds
instead of their more immediate destina-
tion. Apparently because these ducks
find themselves on a wintering area with
which they are familiar, there is no
sizeable reversal of direction. They are
content to remain where they are. Band-
ed mallards of Union County spend
more time on their main wintering
grounds than those banded elsewhere in
Illinois. For example 22.8 percent of the
indirect recoveries from Union County
bandings, 1955-1966, occurred between
34° and 37° of latitude, the principal
wintering area in the Mississippi migra-
tion corridor (Bellrose 1968). During
the same years, only 15.7 percent of the
Chautauqua recoveries occurred between
the 34° and 37° parallels.
We know, from many field observa-
tions, that when mallards bypass Lake
Chautauqua or some other migration
stop, large numbers return to the by-
passed area (Bellrose 1966:80), usually
in the evening following their arrival.
This reverse flight is occasionally ob-
served on the wintering grounds in
Arkansas, but it is most infrequent when
compared to that observed in migration
areas. Thus, we conclude that an over-
flight of mallards at Union County would
not result in the same degree of return
as when this event occurs at migration
areas farther north in Illinois.
Delta Marsh Bandings
(During the fall seasons, 1947-1953,
Arthur S. Hawkins of the U.S. Bureau
of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, and per-
sonnel of the Delta Waterfowl Research
Station banded mallards at the Delta
Marsh, Manitoba, Canada. Tiie Delta
Marsh embraces about 30,000 acres of
shallow water and vegetation at the
lower end of Lake Manitoba, some 60
miles west-northwest of Winnipeg. Man-
itoba. Most of the mallards frequenting
the Delta Marsh in the fall have migrated
to it from farther north. Delta Marsh
is on the eastern fringe of the main
breeding grounds of the mallard, and
although some of the birds nest there,
the bulk of the fall population is tran-
sient.)
Longitudinal Distribution.— The
mean lines of the longitudinal distribu-
tion of recoveries from mallard bandings
at the Delta Marsh are shown for both
direct and indirect recoveries in Fig. 15.
The direct and indirect recoveries of
mallards banded at the Delta Marsh
show a similar longitudinal distribution;
there are a few minor variations be-
tween the axial line formed by direct
recoveries and the axial line formed by
indirect recoveries. The close agreement
between the longitudinal distribution of
direct and indirect recoveries shows that
after mallards have once made the flight
down the flyway they conform in subse-
quent years to almost identical migra-
tion patterns.
The distribution of indirect band re-
coveries from Delta Marsh mallards.
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Fig. 15.— The longitudinal distribution of mallard indirect recoveries as compared with direct
recoveries on the basis of mean and standard deviation lines. Mallards banded at the Delta Marsh,
Manitoba, Canada, 1947-1953.
south of the Canadian border, is almost
identical to that obtained from indirect
recoveries of mallards banded in Illinois.
The only important geographic differ-
ence between Illinois recoveries and
those at Delta Marsh occurs in the re-
gion of the Delta Marsh. Recoveries
from bandings of mallards in Illinois
show that axial recovery lines occur
west of the Delta Marsh on a northwest-
southeast slant from central Saskatche-
wan to Illinois. Thus, mallards once
having made Delta Marsh a migration
stop evidently move eastward from the
main stream of the southeastward pas-
sage to return to Delta. Upon departing
Delta Marsh, these mallards rejoin the
main stream of migrants in the Missis-
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sippi corridor by the time the border of
the United States is reached.
A comparison of the longitudinal dis-
tribution of direct and indirect mallard
recoveries in relation to their banding
at the Delta Marsh is presented in
Table 15. There are some variations in
the mean longitude of indirect recover-
ies as compared with those for direct
recoveries. In 3 of the years, the
standard deviation showed a clustering
of indirect recoveries around Delta
almost as compact as for direct recover-
ies. However, in 1949 and 1952 there
was a much wider dispersion in indirect
recoveries.
Table 15. —^A comparison of the longitudinal
distribu+ion of direct and indirect mallard recov-
eries, 1948-1953, from bandings at the Delta
Marsh, Manitoba, Canada. Recoveries for the
degree of latitude of the banding station (50°-
51°). Banding station located at about 98.3°
longitude.^
Direct Recoveries Indirect Recoveries
Year
Standard
Mean Deviation
Standard
Mean Deviation
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
98.54
98.76
98.57
98.83
98.89
98.68
0.50
0.97
0.63
1.06
1.36
0.95
Average 98.71
99.50
97.81
99.93
98.86
98.75
98.97
2.28
0.9S
1.16
4.30
1.16
Latitudinal Distribution. — The lati-
tudinal distribution of both direct and
indirect recoveries from mallards banded
at Delta Marsh is shown in Table 16.
About 40 percent of all direct recoveries
occurred at the latitude of the banding
station. This is substantially below the
average of 55 percent for direct recover-
ies of Illinois bandings recovered in
their home latitudes.
The distribution of direct recoveries
by latitude indicates that when mallards
Table 16. — A comparison of the distribution
of direct and Indirect recoveries for the same
latitudes from north of the banding station at
Delta Marsh, Manitoba to the Gulf of Mexico,
1947-1953.
Degree Direct Recoveries
of
Indirect Recoveries
Latitude Number Percent Number Percent
55-56
54-55
53-54
52-53
51-52
50-51"
49-50
48-49
47-48
46-47
45-46
44-45
43-44
42-43
41-42
40-41
39-40
38-39
37-38
36-37
35-36
34-35
33-34
32-33
31-32
30-31
29-30
Total
1.3
39.9
4.0
3.4
1.6
2.0
4.7
4.2
2.2
1.4
3.8
2.4
4.0
1.7
1.5
3.2
5.1
3.8
2.1
1.5
0.7
2.1
3.4
1,030 100.0
13
411
41
35
16
21
48
43
23
14
39
25
41
17
16
33
53
39
22
16
0.4
0.2
0.7
1.3
3.5
19.2
4.4
4.4
2.6
2.0
5.3
4.6
4.2
2.9
3.8
2.9
4.2
1.5
2.6
5.7
4.6
8.2
2.0
1.5
0.9
1.3
5.1
100.0
left the Delta Marsh they migrated to
many diverse places. No single latitude
had a monopoly on recoveries; rather
there was an astonishingly even disper-
sion by latitude down the flyway.
Indirect recoveries in the latitude of
the Delta banding station (50°-51°)
compose about one-fifth of recoveries
for all latitudes. This is almost identical
to that found for indirect band recover-
ies of mallards in the latitude of their
respective banding stations in four re-
gions of northern and central Illinois.
It is double that found for mallards
returning to the vicinity of their band-
ing station at the Union County Refuge
in southern Illinois.
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A comparison of the proportions of
direct and indirect recoveries (Table
16) at the latitude of the Delta
Marsh
banding station discloses that at
this
latitude direct recoveries are
twice as
important as indirect recoveries.
Here
again, as at Illinois banding stations,
it
is evident that only about half
of the
mallards visit the same latitude for
com-
parable periods of time as in the year
in
which they were initially banded. This
suggests that overflights occur
among a
sizeable proportion of previous autumn
inhabitants. As noted earlier, there is
some return from overflights, but appar-
ently it is not sufficient to
greatly com-
pensate for all that pass by.
The percentage of indirect recoveries
on the wintering grounds for the
Delta
banded mallards (29°-37°), is 1-3
times greater than for the direct recover-
ies. This implies that mallards which
pass over the Delta Marsh spend most
of the additional time gained by such
passage (23 percent) on the wintering
grounds rather than on migration areas
between the Delta Marsh and wintering
grounds in Arkansas.
Squaw Creek Wildlife Refuge Bandings
(The Squaw Creek National Wildlife
Refuge covers 6,800 acres of land and
water a few miles east of the Missouri
River near Mound City in northwestern
Missouri. At the time of the bandings,
1937-1963, Squaw Creek was the only
significant concentration point for mal-
lards along the Missouri River between
Sioux City, Iowa, and Kansas City, Mis-
souri. Because of the paucity of water-
fowl habitat in this region, tremendous
concentrations of mallards developed
during the fall migration. In most No-
vembers, mallards numbered between
200,000 and 400,000, and, along with
other ducks, and tens of thousands of
lesser snow geese, created a tremendous
congestion of waterfowl. The De Soto
National Wildlife Refuge, established in
1958 is located on the Missouri River,
20 miles north of Omaha, Nebraska.
Appreciable numbers of mallards did
not begin to frequent this refuge
until
1963.)
Longitudinal Distribution.— The
longitudinal distribution of mallard in-
direct recoveries between central Sas-
katchewan and southern Louisiana is
shown for Squaw Creek bandings in Fig.
16. The axial and standard deviation
lines are similar in southern Canada to
those for Illinois banding stations. Thus,
up to this point, mallards from all the
various banding stations discussed ap-
pear to originate from the same region
of the central Saskatchewan plains.
South of the Canadian border, the
path of band recoveries, as delineated by
the longitudinal distribution of
about
two-thirds of them, extends on a bearing
of about 155 degrees to east-central
Arkansas. There the course changes to
south, terminating on the Gulf Coast
marshes in western Louisiana.
The zigzags in this mapped path of
band recoveries (Fig. 16) are largely
the result of differences in the
longi-
tudinal distribution of waterfowl habitat.
The extensive waterfowl habitat along
the Mississippi River from southern
Minnesota to St. Louis exerts an influ-
ence on the longitudinal mean and stand-
ard deviation. Because of the influence
of the Mississippi River, the axial
line is
pulled eastward from what is undoubt-
edly the true path used by this popula-
tion element of mallards. For example,
at the latitude of the Squaw Creek band-
ing station, the mean longitude of
indi-
rect recoveries is 50 miles to the east,
yet the longitudinal median of the indi-
rect recoveries occurs within a
few
miles of the banding station.
The southern Arkansas and northern
Louisiana wintering grounds area for
Squaw Creek mallards is a short dis-
tance to the west of the region
occupied
by mallards banded at Illinois stations
(Fig. 25).
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Fig. 16. — The longitudinal distribution of mallard indirect recoveries on the basis of mean and
standard deviation lines. Mallards banded at the Squav^ Creek National Wildlife Refuge, Holt
County, Missouri, 1937-1963.
Latitudinal Distribution.—Indirect re-
coveries of mallards banded at Squaw
Creek are rather evenly distributed down
the flyway (Table 17) except at the lati-
tude of the banding station and on the
principal wintering grounds. For mal-
lards returning to the vicinity of the
banding station the indirect recovery
rate at the station latitude was more
than twice that for any latitude to the
north. Because the banding station was
located only a few miles north of the
40° parallel, we included recoveries
from the adjacent degree of latitude to
the south. The combined total for the
2 degrees of latitude was 16.3 percent
compared to 22 to 25 percent for com-
parable areas at Delta Marsh, Mani-
toba, and the four stations in northern
and central Illinois.
We believe that the lower proportion
of indirect band recoveries, within the
home range of Squaw Creek mallards,
results from the tremendous concentra-
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Table 17.—^The number and percent of indi-
rect recoveries. 1938-1966, by degrees of lati-
tude from mallards banded at the Squaw Creek
National Wildlife Refuge, Holt County, Missouri
(40°-4r). Station located at about 95.3°
longitude.
Degree
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Table 18. — The number and percent of Indi-
rect mallard recoveries by degrees of latitude
from bandings during the winters of 1950-1951
and 1951-1952 in the northern Black Hills,
Lawrence County, South Dakota.^ Stations located
at about 103.8° longitude.
Degree
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Fig. 17.— The mean southward passage of adult drake, juvenile drake, and hen mallards in
relation to time as determined from direct band recoveries of ducks banded during the fall,
1939-1944, 1947-1952, at Lake Chautauqua.
and distance until the latitude of 34.5°.
From that region (Stuttgart, Arkansas)
southward, there was a plateau in time
versus distance for all three classes of
mallard band recoveries. We deduce
that mallards migrating to the southern
region of the wintering grounds did so
by passing over the central region of
the wintering grounds from a migration
area between Lake Chautauqua and
the wintering area.
The passage of mallards between the
area of the banding station and the
principal wintering grounds (Stuttgart,
Arkansas, region of the Mississippi
migration corridor) took varying
amounts of time for the different age and
sex classes. The elapsed time for adult
drake band recoveries (Fig. 17) between
the banding station mean and wintering
grounds mean was 27 days. For juvenile
drakes the elapsed time was 26 days,
and for hens of all ages 22 days.
However, the percentage grouping of
band recoveries based on the intensity
of recovery by time versus distance (Fig.
18), shows that there is a great variation
in the individual rate of passage south-
ward— some mallards moved into
northern Louisiana (33°-32°) within
6 days after bandings; other mallards
were still in the vicinity of the banding
station over 60 days after banding.
Fig. 18 gives the impression that
rather than a methodical passage south-
ward mallards migrate by considerable
leapfrogging. That is, when a migratory
movement occurs, certain elements of
the mallard population fly to waterfowl
habitat in the latitude immediately to the
south, others continue to habitats 2
degrees southward, others continue to
habitats 3 degrees southward, and so
on until the southern limits of the winter-
ing grounds are reached. Nevertheless,
there is a tendency for the largest pro-
portion of migrating mallards to drop
out of southward flight at the shorter
ranges while smaller proportions con-
tinue to the more extreme ranges. Thus,
in Fig. 18, even with the evidence of a
great spread in individual migratory
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first 2 weeks (October 11-24) might
have been partly determined by the
opening of the Illinois hunting season,
which occurred on either October 15 or
16 except in 1939 when it did not open
until October 22. During this time
period some of the banded mallards
were not immediately exposed to hunt-
ing, and undoubtedly this slightly
lowered the rate of daily movement. In
a similar way, the rate of passage late
in November was probably biased
toward a higher rate by the Illinois
closure of the hunting season, which
occurred between December 5, 1939 and
January 1, 1944. Hence, more distant
mallards were likely to be shot than
were mallards near the banding station.
The rate of movement of mallards
as expressed for the weeks from October
25 through November 21 appears little
afi'ected by the opening or closing of the
hunting season. Examining data for this
period only, we find that adult drake
mallards averaged 7.5 miles per day,
juvenile drake mallards averaged 6.8
miles per day, and hens averaged 8.0
miles per day. Within this period, the
rate of movement increased as the
season progressed: adult drakes from
5.8 to 10.1 miles per day, juvenile
drakes from 5.5 to 7.6 miles per day,
and hens from 6.0 to 10.0 miles per
day.
The departure of mallards from the
immediate area of the banding station
has been evaluated by two types of
data: 1) a time-related shrinkage in
band recoveries within the degree of
latitude embracing the banding station,
and 2) the interval of time between the
initial banding and the last recapture of
a mallard at the same banding station
during the same season.
Fig. 19 shows the length of time mal-
lards remained in the vicinity of the
banding station at Lake Chautauqua,
based on band recoveries of both shot
and retrapped mallards. The lines of
shrinkage in numbers of banded ducks
within the trapping zone are curvilinear
for both shot and retrapped recoveries.
Because there is a curvilinear rather
than a linear relationship to time, the
medians show shorter time spans in the
area of the banding station than do the
means in Fig. 17. The median number
of days, as determined for shot re-
coveries within the latitude of trapping,
was 12.0 for adult drakes, 10.0 for
100
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Fig. 19.— The length of time mallards remained in the vicinity of the banding station at Lake
Chautauqua, based on shot recoveries from hunters and repeats of live ducks at banding traps.
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hens, and 9.5 for juvenile drakes. The
median number of days for the last
retrapping of individual mallards of all
ages and both sexes was only 6 days.
The skewing of the band recovery
curves, as related to the passing of time,
points to this axiom: the longer a
mallard remains in the area of Lake
Chautauqua, the greater the likelihood of
it remaining longer. Both shot recoveries
and retrap data indicate that the likeli-
hood of departure was greatest soon
after banding and decreased progres-
sively with the passing of time.
Further analysis of banded mallards
retrapped (the repeats) provides ad-
ditional appraisals on the duration of
time spent in the vicinity of the banding
station. Tables 20 and 21 present data
on the seasonal change in the mean
days between banding and the last day
the same individuals were recaptured.
A time span of 3 weeks was provided
beyond the banding dates shown in
Tables 24 and 25 for ducks to be re-
captured. There is evidence that early
in the migration season mallards tend
to remain slightly longer in the banding
area than they do late in the season.
This is in agreement with shot band
recovery data (Table 19) which showed
fewer miles per day of movement early
in the migration season.
Mallard repeats at both Lake Chau-
tauqua and Spring Lake remain in the
vicinity of the banding station about
10-12 days (Tables 20 and 21). This
is somewhat less than the mean span
derived from shot recoveries, which was
17.3 days for adult drakes, 14.9 days for
juvenile drakes, and 16.0 days for hens.
After a banded duck is released, two
Table 20. — Seasonal changes In the mean nunnber of days mallards were last retrapped following
iheir initial banding at Lake Chautauqua in the years 1940—1943.
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counteracting forces affect its potential
recapture; they are 1 ) desire to return
for bait, and 2) fear of being recaptured.
Apparently the fear of the trap is greater
than the desire for bait because the in-
terval of repeats is 6 days less than the
interval of recoveries from shot ducks.
We can only speculate on the length
of time a mallard was present in the
area prior to its capture and banding. A
clue lies in the difference in the span
of time between recoveries of mallards
shot in the vicinity of the banding
station and those recaptured in the
banding traps. If we assume that the
banding traps are equally effective at
capturing both newly arrived and pre-
viously banded mallards, then the dif-
ference in departure intervals between
shot and retrapped recoveries can be
employed. Band recoveries from shot
mallards in the latitude of the banding
station show a 6-day longer time span
than do recoveries from retrapped birds.
If we assume this ineffectiveness in
capturing newly arrived birds, the
potential sample of mallards is present
on Lake Chautauqua an average of 6
days prior to initial banding. Thus with
the 16 days the banded birds are present
following banding there is an average
span of 22 days between arrival of the
birds and their departure from the area.
Analysis of indirect recoveries for
population turnover, discussed below,
indicates that the 6 days for the pre-
trap period is too low. It is probably
closer to 1 2 days.
Indirect Recoveries.—Information on
the length of time mallards remain at
any single location during migration can
also be derived from the relative pro-
portion of indirect recoveries in any 1
degree of latitude. The latitudinal dis-
tribution of band recoveries reflects the
time mallards spend at any specific
latitude. Shooting pressure on mallards
appears quite uniform geographically
between southern Saskatchewan and
Louisiana. This has been demonstrated
by the remarkably similar band recovery
rates of mallards near every banding
station discussed in this paper. There-
fore, within the scope of this study, the
geographic distribution of recoveries
broadly represents the length of time
mallards spend during the hunting sea-
son in any defined geographic area.
Hunting seasons on mallards in the
Mississippi Flyway of the United States
during the years 1940-1960 have ranged
from 92 to 107 days. The season in
Canada has usually opened 10-15 days
earlier than in the United States, al-
most always on September 15. Seasons
in the United States have generally
opened October 1-October 8 and closed
January 8-January 15, depending upon
the length of the season. Band recoveries
from mallards shot in September amount
to less than 5 percent of the total indirect
recoveries from Illinois banding. Over
the years about 95 percent of the mal-
lard indirect recoveries have occurred
over a 100-day period, October 1 -Jan-
uary 8. Thus 1 percent in latitudinal
distribution of band recoveries repre-
sents 0.95 day during the hunting season.
Equating the proportion of mallard
indirect recoveries, within the latitudes
of their respective banding stations, to
the duration of stay in the hunting
season provides data for several deduc-
tions. Lake Chautauqua mallards, 1940-
1966, (Table 2) spent an average of
18.6 days (0.95 x 19.6) within the
degree of latitude where banded in
previous years. McGinnis Slough banded
mallards (Table 7) spent an average of
15.9 days in the area of their station in
years following banding. Spring Lake
mallards (Table 10) spent 22.2 days
within 1 degree of latitude above and
below where banded in previous years.
Calhoun Refuge mallards (Table 12)
spent 22.7 days in subsequent years
within 1 degree of latitude above and
below their banding station. Union
County banded mallards (Table 14)
spent 16.5 days within 1 degree above
and below the banding station in years
following banding. Delta Marsh, Mani-
toba, banded mallards (Table 16) spent
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an average of 18.2 days in subsequent
years within the same degree of latitude
as their banding station.
As discussed earlier, direct band re-
coveries indicated that Lake Chautauqua
mallards remained 22 days in the vicinity
of the banding station. Indirect recovery
data from the same station indicated
that mallards remained 18.6 days.
However, it must be kept in mind that
indirect recoveries from Lake Chau-
tauqua were 1.5 times more numerous
on the wintering grounds than were
direct recoveries. This was interpreted
as the result of overflights by certain
groups of mallards which proceeded
directly to the wintering grounds with-
out stopping more than momentarily at
one of their traditional marshes. If this
is indeed the behavior that occurred,
then those mallards that did halt their
southward flight at their traditional
marshes (as shown by direct recoveries)
remained a longer period than the cal-
culated 18.6 days (as determined from
indirect recoveries). The 18.6 days
represent the functional stay of the entire
population at a traditional migration
area, as measured by indirect recovery
data. Since a certain proportion of the
migrants bypassed the migration area,
those that did stop (direct recovery
data) more than momentarily at their
traditional areas remained 1.5 times the
number of days indicated by the per-
formance of the entire population (in-
direct recovery data). Therefore,
those mallards that did return to their
traditional areas remained 1.5 x 18.6
days or 27.9 days.
We conclude that mallards in the
Mississippi migration corridor remain
about 28 days at each traditional migra-
tion area they use between their breeding
and wintering grounds. The relative
time mallards from the several banding
stations in the Mississippi migration
corridor remain on breeding grounds,
migration areas, and wintering grounds
between October 1 and January 8 is
shown in Table 22. The delineation of
these regions by latitude is somewhat
Table 22. — Number of days mallards remained
in three regions of the Mississippi migration cor-
ridor during the 100-day period, October I-
January 8, as determined from indirect recoveries
in all years resulting from bandings at the various
stations listed.^
North South
of 49° 49°-37° of 37°
Banding (Breeding (Migration (Wintering
Station Grounds) Areas) Grounds)
Lake Chautauqua
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Marsh mallards remained in the breed-
ing grounds region, they had time for
only one or two major migration stops
between the Delta Marsh and their
wintering grounds.
Seasonal Chronology
The seasonal chronology in the num-
ber of indirect band recoveries illustrates
the general chronology of waterfowl
migration. A comparison in Illinois of
the seasonal distribution of indirect band
recoveries with population estimates of
mallards pointed up three differences:
1 ) seasonal peaks in mallard populations
were higher than those shown by band
recoveries, probably because bag limits
asserted a greater restriction on the kill
when mallards were most abundant, 2)
populations of mallards were also com-
paratively larger after the freeze-up,
usually about December 1, than indi-
cated by band recoveries because when
mallards were restricted by ice to open
holes on a few large lakes the oppor-
tunity for hunting was greatly reduced,
3) some mallard migration, although
usually minor, occurred prior to the
opening of the hunting season. Most
states in the Mississippi Flyway adjust
their hunting seasons to encompass the
mallard flight to the extent they can do
so within the length and framework of
the season set by federal regulations.
In spite of the several ways in which
the seasonal distribution in band re-
coveries failed to conform to mallard
populations in Illinois, there was suf-
ficient agreement to indicate that broad
interpretations of seasonal movements
could be deduced from band recoveries.
Fig. 20 illustrates the seasonal distribu-
tion of band recoveries from four
geographic zones of North America.
The northern zone included North
and South Dakota, Minnesota, and Wis-
consin. The central zone included Iowa,
Illinois, Indiana, and Missouri. The
southern zone embraced all states in the
Mississippi migration corridor south of
the central zone. The years 1940-1946
were selected from the 1940-1952
period because of the large number of
recoveries and relatively long hunting
seasons in those years.
The seasonal progression of mallards
southward in the Mississippi migration
corridor is most apparent even though
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Fig. 20.— The seasonal distribution ot indirect mallard band recoveries in four geographic zones
of North America. Based on bandings at Lake Chautauqua, 1939-1944, and indirect recoveries,
1940-1946.
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limited movements occurred during non-
hunting periods. The passage of mal-
lards into the northern zone is somewhat
obscured by breeding birds already
present in that zone together with an
early passage into it from the Canadian
zone prior to the hunting season.
Band recoveries suggest that mallard
populations reached their greatest abun-
dance in the various zones as follows:
Canadian, September 20-26; northern,
October 25-31; central, November 8-
15; southern, December 27-January 3.
The greatest time lag between periods of
greatest abundance was between the
central and southern zones, indicating
C-CANADIAN
N- NORTHERN
Cn- CENTRAL
S- SOUTHERN
T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1^ I ' I 1 1 1 1 II
13 20 27 4 1 1 18 25 I 8 15 22 29 6 13 20 27 3 10 17 24
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recoveries ii
— Yearly variation, 1940-1942, in the seasonal distribution of indirect mallard
four regions of North Annerica.
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that there was an early wave of migrants The median period of band recoveries
into the central zone which delayed for the several zones was as follows:
departure to the southern zone. Canadian, October 11-17; northern,
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October 18-24; central, November 15-
21; and southern, December 13-19.
Available evidence indicates that a 3'/^-
month span occurred between the
earliest passage from the Canadian zone
to the last passage into the southern
zone. The bulk of the southward pas-
sage occurred over a 2-month period,
October 15-December 15.
In the period studied, 1940-1946,
there is much variation among years in
the chronology of recoveries from mal-
lards (Fig. 21 and 22). Much of the
variation in band recoveries reflects
changes in the chronology of migration.
Apparently the southward passage of
mallards is greatly influenced by weather
conditions, otherwise it would not be so
variable from year to year.
Waves of migrants were most ap-
parent in the central zone. Usually four
waves were evident in that zone, three
in the southern zone, and two to four
in the northern zone. The primary waves
of mallard migrants in the northern zone
tended to center around the last week in
September, with secondary waves usually
centering around the second and the
third weeks in October.
Largest waves of mallards tended to
arrive in the central zone the first 2
weeks in November. The next largest
waves, in order, tended to appear during
the last 2 weeks in November and the
first 2 weeks in December. Waves of
migrating mallards varied so much in
magnitude and time in the southern
zone that it was not possible to classify
their chronology. The largest waves of
migrants arrived between December 2
and January 13. Waves of secondary
magnitude occurred as early as Novem-
ber 4 and as late as December 30, and
tertiary waves occurred between Nov-
ember 1 1 and January 6.
BLACK DUCK
(Illinois is on the western fringe of the
black duck's range. Waterfowl censuses
show a pronounced change in the abun-
dance of black ducks between waterfowl
habitats in the eastern and western re-
gions of the state. For example, at Mc-
Ginnis Slough in the Forest Preserve
District of Cook County, 30 miles
southwest of Chicago, black ducks were
outnumbered by mallards by a ratio of
5:1. However, at Lake Chautauqua in
central Illinois mallards usually outnum-
bered black ducks by a ratio of 50:1.
Band recoveries indicate that most of
the black ducks which migrate into Illi-
nois originate from breeding grounds in
the Laurentian Shield region of western
Ontario. Human populations are sparse
there, and as a result band recoveries
are few in number and scattered. Hence,
band recovery data from this region of
Canada were too few to analyze for
mean and standard deviation of re-
coveries by longitude and latitude.)
Lake Chautauqua Bandings
Between 1939 and 1952, 3,408 black
ducks were banded at the Lake Chau-
tauqua National Wildlife Refuge, Mason
County, Illinois. The black ducks were
trapped along with mallards in large,
baited traps as previously described, fn-
direct recoveries have been analyzed
within the United States by longitude
and latitude with a view of determining
the degree of homing back to the region
of the banding station.
Longitudinal Distribution.— Recover-
ies from black ducks in the years fol-
lowing their banding at Lake Chau-
tauqua have been analyzed for longi-
tudinal mean and its standard deviation
by degrees of latitude south of Canada
(Fig. 23).
The axial and standard deviation
lines, which denote the longitudinal dis-
tribution of the majority of the indirect
band recoveries, indicate that most Lake
Chautauqua black ducks moved into
northwestern Minnesota from western
Ontario and eastern Manitoba (Fig. 23).
They passed east-southeast to the upper
peninsula of Michigan and northern
Wisconsin. The bulk of this population
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Fig. 23.— The longitudinal distribution of black duck indirect recoveries on the basis of mean
and standard deviation lines. Black ducks banded at Lake Chautauqua, 1939-1944, 1947-1952.
of black ducks migrated south-southeast
from north-central Wisconsin to north-
eastern Illinois. From that point, the
center of the distribution approximated
the course of the Illinois River valley to
Lake Chautauqua.
Apparently on departing Lake Chau-
tauqua most black ducks headed south-
southeast for the area embracing the
mouth of the Wabash River. South of
this point, the axial line of recoveries
was similar to the course of the Missis-
sippi River. From Lake Chautauqua
south, the distribution of black duck
recoveries (Fig. 23) was very similar to
that of mallards banded at the same
place (Fig. 7). North of Lake Chau-
tauqua, the indirect recoveries from
black ducks were 200 or more miles
east of those derived from mallards, re-
flecting the more eastward breeding
range of the black duck.
The standard deviation lines denote
a wide distribution of band recoveries in
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northern United States. It is assumed
that this broad distribution of recoveries
indicates that the Lake Chautauqua
black ducks originated over an extensive
breeding range. As the black ducks mi-
grated south, toward Lake Chautauqua,
the standard deviation lines converged
in the area of the banding station to a
breadth of only 44 miles. The spread
in standard deviation for mallards at the
same place was about 58 miles (Table
1).
South of southern Illinois to about
Memphis, Tennessee, the standard devi-
ation lines show very little spread in
band recoveries. Beyond this point re-
coveries were widespread, and south of
northern Mississippi they were so few in
number as to be insignificant.
Latitudinal Distribution.— The lati-
tudinal distribution of recoveries be-
tween the Canadian border and the Gulf
of Mexico from black ducks banded at
Lake Chautauqua is shown in Table 23.
Table 23.— The latitudinal distribution of indi-
rect black duck recoveries, 1940-1952, from
autumn bandings at Lake Chautauqua, Mason
County, Illinois.
Degree
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Direct recoveries were 1.18 times
more frequent than indirect recoveries
suggesting that only 15 percent of the
black ducks failed to return to their
"home" latitude. The black ducks that
missed their home latitude either spent
their allotted migration time in the lati-
tude immediately north of the banding
station or farther south, especially be-
tween the 34° and 38° parallels.
McGinnis Slough Bandings
(Black ducks are relatively more
abundant at McGinnis Slough as a result
of its more easterly location, than at
Lake Chautauqua. Consequently, 4,887
black ducks were banded there during
the fall seasons, 1940-1947, and this
number included a large part of the total
population. In the fall of 1947 the peak
population of black ducks at McGinnis
Slough was 1 ,020. Population estimates
were not made in earlier years, but from
cursory observation the numbers were
believed to have been between 800 and
1,500 at the height of migration.)
Longitudinal Distribution.—Based on
509 indirect band recoveries, the axial
line, derived from joining the longi-
tudinal mean for each degree of latitude,
does not vary much from straight north
and south (Fig. 24). The axial line bi-
sects Lake Superior, jogs to the west,
and then resumes a southward direction
along the west shore of Lake Michigan.
Waterfowl habitat and intensive hunting
along the Illinois River pulled the axial
line westward from the lower end of
Lake Michigan. Then suitable habitat
and hunting for black ducks along the
Wabash River pulled the axial line back
eastward.
South of Illinois, the axial line of re-
coveries paralleled the Mississippi River,
but was from 50 to 75 miles east of it,
and a similar distance east of the axial
line formed by recoveries of Lake Chau-
tauqua black ducks.
The lines formed by standard devia-
tion of the mean extended over a
breadth of 750 miles at the Canadian
border. From there south to the site of
the banding station, the standard devia-
tion lines converged to a breadth of
about 100 miles. The intensive hunting
along the upper Illinois River further
restricted the latitudinal spread. How-
ever, south of central Illinois the longi-
tudinal lines widened again to distances
varying from 100 to 350 miles.
The longitudinal distribution of 390
direct recoveries of black ducks banded
at McGinnis Slough was similar to that
for indirect recoveries (Fig. 24). North
of southern Illinois, the distribution of
direct and indirect recoveries was almost
identical. South of Illinois, standard de-
viation showed a wider spread in longi-
tudinal distribution for direct than for
indirect recoveries. Moreover, the axial
line of the direct recoveries in this re-
gion averaged about 50 miles nearer to
the Mississippi River than that of in-
direct recoveries.
Latitudinal Distribution.— The lati-
tudinal distribution of indirect recover-
ies from black ducks (Table 25) showed
that almost half of the recoveries
occurred at the latitude where the ducks
had been banded. However, this was
only slightly higher than for wintering
mallards returning to the latitude of their
banding station north of the Black Hills,
South Dakota (Table 18).
It is suggestive that McGinnis Slough
banded black ducks returned to spend
about half of the open hunting season
(within the United States) in the vicinity
of their former migratory home. They
remained there later during the winter
than did mallards, for indirect recover-
ies of black ducks south of McGinnis
Slough amounted to 24.6 percent (Table
25) as compared with 37.9 percent for
mallards (Table 7).
A comparison of direct and indirect
recoveries for similar latitudes (Table
26) indicates that only 18 percent of the
indigenous black ducks failed to return
to the latitude of McGinnis Slough. If
all had returned, the percentage of direct
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Fig. 24.— The longitudinal distribution of black duck indirect recoveries as compared to direct
recoveries on the basis of mean and standard deviation lines. Black ducks banded at McGinnis
Slough. Cook County, Illinois, 1940-1947.
and indirect recoveries for the latitude
of the banding station (41°-42°) would
be the same, inasmuch as local direct
recoveries represent the time remaining
during the hunting season which the
ducks spent in the vicinity of the band-
ing station.
A small proportion of black ducks
(as shown by the difference between di-
rect and indirect recoveries) either
stopped at the latitude immediately north
of the banding station or continued south
to other areas, principally between
southern Illinois and northern Missis-
sippi.
The direct recoveries show a north-
ward reversal of movement from Mc-
Ginnis Slough. Nearly all of the black
ducks went no farther than 1 degree
north (Table 26). Such northward move-
ments may represent birds searching for
new feedins grounds, or those that over-
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shot favorite stopping areas and re-
turned.
Table 25. — The latitudinal distribution of indi-
rect black duck recoveries (1941-1952) from
autumn bandings at McGinnis Slough, Cook
County, Illinois.
Degree
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habitat biased the longitudinal distribu-
tion of mallard band recoveries was in
southern Illinois and Indiana. Because
of the high kill of mallards made at
Hovey Lake and other areas in south-
western Indiana, compared with that
made in southern Illinois, band recover-
ies in the Hovey Lake area were far out
of proportion to known waterfowl abun-
dance in the two areas.
Intensive hunting in the extensive
waterfowl habitat along the Mississippi
SQUAW CREEK, MISSOURI
DELTA h
CHAUTAUQUA
McGINNIS S
Fig. 25.— A comparison of the
stations in the Mississippi Flyway.
ean lines of indirect mallard recoveries from bandings at seven
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River in Iowa, Illinois, and Missouri
pulled the mean line of Squaw Creek in-
direct recoveries (Fig. 25) to the east of
the Missouri River. Visual sightings of
mallards in migration indicate that there
is a larger passage along the Missouri
River valley in western Iowa and Mis-
souri, then eastward as far as the Mis-
sissippi migration corridor.
Outside of the above biases in band
recoveries resulting from the restricted
distribution of waterfowl habitat and
hunters, band recoveries appear to ade-
quately delineate the geographic distri-
bution of mallard passage.
Biological Implications
Fig. 25 shows the uniform migration
pattern exhibited by mallards banded at
five stations in Illinois and at the Delta
Marsh, Manitoba. The greatest differ-
ence in the mean band recovery lines
occurred in the vicinity of each banding
station. It is obvious that each banded
group tended to break away from the
main stream of migration within 100
miles of its respective home lake and
take the most expedient direction to its
home area. When the group departed
from its home lake, the course of flight
once again merged with the main stream
of migration within 100 miles.
The main stream of mallards migrat-
ing to the Midwest arises in central
Saskatchewan and assumes a southeast-
erly course primarily to the Mississippi
River, secondarily to the Illinois River,
and also to other waterfowl habitats.
The main stream, which we have also
called the Mississippi migration corri-
dor, turns southward at the Mississippi
River, the Illinois River, or some other
important water area in the Midwest to
reach wintering grounds largely in east-
ern Arkansas, western Tennessee, west-
ern Mississippi, and northern Louisiana.
Mallard bandings at Squaw Creek
point to a passage of secondary magni-
tude from central Saskatchewan. This
migration corridor arises from the same
general breeding grounds as does the
Mississippi migration corridor. How-
ever, it proceeds south-southeasterly
rather than southeasterly to the Mid-
west. Because it is associated with the
Missouri River, where its separation is
greatest, we have termed this the Mis-
souri River corridor (Bellrose 1968:6).
Because bait was used to attract
ducks to the banding traps, some biol-
ogists have suspected that in subsequent
years this attraction might have influ-
enced the return of banded birds to the
trap areas. A comparison of the distri-
bution of indirect recoveries for both
mallards and black ducks shows no dis-
cernible difference in returns to the
banding area between those years in
which bait was available and years in
which it was unavailable. Bait was avail-
able in those years for which there were
direct band recoveries for Lake Chau-
tauqua, McGinnis Slough, and Spring
Lake, Illinois bandings. Bait was un-
available in years in which there were
no records of direct recoveries, for then
no bandings were made at those sta-
tions. Thus, the high rate of indirect
band recoveries in the vicinity of ttie
banding station does not occur as a re-
sult of the ducks being attracted by bait.
There is increasing documentation on
the homing of many species of water-
fowl to particular breeding and winter-
ing areas. In ducks, this return to op-
posite ends of their migration corridors
applies especially to individuals having
made one round trip. Although there is
evidence of yearling ducks returning to
their natal areas, the proportion is less
than for older birds.
At the Delta Marsh, Manitoba breed-
ing grounds, Sowls (1955:33) retrapped
in subsequent years the following per-
centages of adult hens on their nests:
pintail (Anas acuta) 39; gadwall (Anas
strepera) 37; shoveler (Spatula clypeata)
42; blue-winged teal (Anas discors) 14;
and mallard 13. Considering that the
annual mortality rate of these species is
close to 40 percent, and that the nests
of some individuals were overlooked,
Sowls concluded that practically all the
pintail, gadwall, and shoveler hens alive
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returned to nest in the same area. Ap-
parently some pioneering to new areas,
possibly within a few miles, occurred
among mallard and blue-winged teal
hens.
Adult wood duck (Ai.x sponsa) hens
in Illinois also return to their initial
nesting area (Bellrose et al. 1964:671).
Almost half of the hens captured on
nests one year were captured in the
same area the following year. An annual
mortality rate of almost 50 percent
points up the fact that practically every
adult hen wood duck alive homed back
to the same nesting area in Illinois.
At least 6.5 percent of the juvenile
banded wood ducks returned to nest in
the same area where they were reared
(Bellrose et al. 1964:672). Banding data
suggest that a high mortality occurs
among immatures, which may amount
to 80 percent the first year. Also many
of the returning yearlings would not nest
in houses, the principal source of cap-
tured birds. Hence, it is most likely
that the proportion of returning yearling
wood ducks was much greater than that
shown by the 6.5 percent return rate.
Of 185 captive-reared juvenile hens
among 5 species of ducks released dur-
ing the summer at Delta Marsh, Sowls
(1955:36) reported that 18 (9.7 percent)
returned as yearlings. However, pen-
reared juvenile ducks are known to suf-
fer exceptionally high mortality in the
wild; consequently, probably fewer than
40 of the 185 ducks had survived. As
among adults, the mallard and blue-
winged teal yearlings showed a lower
return to the home area than did pin-
tails, gadwalls, and shovelers.
The precise homing of buffleheads
(Biiccphala albeola) has been described
by Erskine (1961:393). Of 20 hens
banded on their nests in the central
plateau region of British Columbia, 18
were captured in subsequent years on
nests at the same lake and 2 on nests
at nearby lakes. Two hens were caugiit
in 3 consecutive years on the same nest.
Four other hens were banded as young,
3 of which nested in later years at the
same lake and 1 on another lake less
than I mile away.
Mendall (1958:117) believed that in
the northeastern United States homing
to breeding areas occurred consistently
in black ducks, ring-necked ducks
(Aythya collaris) and wood ducks. He
reported that a number of black ducks,
banded as juveniles or brood females,
were found during subsequent nesting
seasons in the same region where they
were originally captured. Circumstantial
evidence of homing was the finding of
several black duck nests at identical sites
in succeeding years. Eight ring-necked
ducks, 5 juveniles and 3 adult hens re-
turned to nest in the same marsh where
they were initially banded.
Lensink ( 1 964 ) analyzed many thou-
sands of band recoveries from ducks
banded as flightless young on their rear-
ing grounds. Band data from a region
of about 48,000 square miles in south-
western Saskatchewan provided infor-
mation from which Lensink (1964:19)
concluded:
".
. . (1) direct and indirect recover-
ies of both sexes cover essentially
identical geographical areas, (2) ex-
cept for the high incidence of direct
recoveries near the banding station,
the direct and indirect recoveries from
bandings in Saskatchewan have simi-
lar distribution patterns, and (3) a
highly developed homing tendency is
indicated by indirect recoveries that
are no more scattered from the area
of banding than the direct recoveries
of birds banded as locals. The ten-
dency to return to the general region
of origin is apparent among males as
well as females and does not appear
to have been changed by habitat de-
terioration during drought years
"'
Lensink's findings were for an exten-
sive region of the breeding grounds,
which is not comparable to homing to a
specific area, such as a large marsh or
a group of potholes. Nevertheless, Len-
sink's findings show a pronounced re-
turn of both yearling drake and hen
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mallards to the general area of their
origin.
Waterfowl are also known to return
to specific wintering areas. This is espe-
cially evident in Canada geese (Hanson
& Smith 1950; Vaught & Kirsch 1966).
Ducks home to their wintering grounds
too, but it is not as well known. Based
on the banding of 17,395 mallards at
five stations in British Columbia, Munro
(1943:229) reported that they ". . . re-
turn to the same wintering grounds on
the Coastal Plain [British Columbia]
and trap recoveries show that some re-
turn to the precise locality."
Lauckhart et al. (1961) tabulated di-
rect and indirect recoveries of mallards
banded in the Pacific Northwest. They
analyzed indirect recoveries from band-
ings in eight regions of Washington,
Oregon, Idaho, and the northern half of
California. For all these banding re-
gions, the largest number of indirect
recoveries were from ducks that had re-
turned to the respective locality of each
banding station. Mallard populations
were transitory in only two (eastern
Idaho and northeastern California) of
the eight regions where bandings
occurred. The other six regions are
known to be terminal wintering areas. In
these six regions (eastern and western
Washington, eastern and western Ore-
gon, southwestern Idaho, central Cali-
fornia) fewer than 5 percent of the
indirect recoveries occurred south of the
respective banding areas. Thus, there is
ample evidence of a strong homing by
mallards to specific wintering areas in
the Pacific Northwest.
Mallard bandings made during the
winter in the northern Black Hills of
South Dakota (Drewien 1968 and Table
18) show that 22 percent of all recover-
ies in subsequent years were south of
that wintering area. Although the data
show an important return to the same
wintering area, they also point up that
numbers of mallards did migrate farther
south in subsequent winters.
Bandings of mallards made at several
stations in Illinois also show a ncrth-
south variation in wintering locations.
The main wintering grounds for these
ducks occurs between 34° and 37°. In-
direct recoveries in that region from
Chautauqua banded mallards varied
from 10.5 percent in 1941 to 28.2 per-
cent in 1950. However, in half of the
years from 1940 through 1966 the vari-
ation between years was no greater than
5 percent.
At the Union County Refuge in
southern Illinois, wintering mallards
were banded even though the station lies
just north of the principal wintering
grounds, between the 34° and 37° par-
allels. In the years following banding at
Union County, the proportion of mallard
bands from the principal wintering
grounds varied from a high of 44.1 per-
cent in 1955 to only 6.8 percent in
1963. In 1963, 9.8 percent of the re-
coveries, an unusually high number,
came from latitudes south of the 34°
parallel.
Such variation in the apparent yearly
abundance of Illinois banded mallards
on their principal wintering grounds
points to a flexible homing to specific
localities. There is a strong tendency to
home, but the north-south distribution
is influenced by weather and food condi-
tions. This also applies to the popula-
tion of mallards wintering in the Black
Hills, but, obviously, mallards in the
Pacific Northwest behave differently.
Mallards in the Pacific Northwest ex-
hibit a much greater degree of homing
to specific wintering grounds than do
mallards of the Mississippi migration
corridor. Because of maritime influ-
ences, winter weather in the Pacific
Northwest is more moderate and stable
than the unstable Great Plains weather
which affects most of the Mississippi
migration corridor. Therefore, mallards
in the Mississippi migration corridor are
definitely more mobile on their winter-
ing grounds than those of the Pacific
Northwest. They need to have a flexible
homing behavior to meet changing
weather and habitat conditions.
On wintering grounds in the Missis-
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sippi migration corridor, ice may cover
water areas some years and not others:
snow may or may not cover grain fields;
mast may be abundant or wanting in
river swamps; river swamps may be dry
in some years and flooded in others. Ail
these conditions affect the availability of
the mallard's winter food supply. To
meet these conditions on their wintering
grounds in the Mississippi migration
corridor, mallards often leave one win-
tering area for other more provident
areas. Nevertheless, banding data re-
viewed here imply that mallards have
traditional wintering areas in the Missis-
sippi migration corridor albeit flexible
in extent. Banding data presented by
Munro (1943:239) and Lauckhart et al.
(1961:13-24) indicate that mallards in
the Pacific Northwest have more rigid
traditional wintering areas.
Black duck bandings analyzed by
Addy (1953) show a consistent homing
to specific wintering areas along the
Atlantic Coast. Coastal banding stations
which showed a large proportion of in-
direct recoveries in their vicinities and
only a very small proportion to the
south were stations near Newburyport
and Cape Cod, Massachusetts; Long Is-
land, New York; Chincoteague and
Back Bay, Virginia; and New Holland,
North Carolina.
Examples of the degree of homing to
Massachusetts and Long Island stations
suffice to illustrate this point. For black
ducks banded during the winter at New-
buryport recoveries in subsequent years
amounted to 60 percent of all recover-
ies within a 50-mile radius of the station
(Addy 1953:11). Only 3 percent of all
recoveries were from areas south of New
England. Bandings of black ducks dur-
ing the fall at Cape Cod resulted dur-
ing subsequent falls in a 52-percent
recovery within a 50-mile radius of the
station. The proportion of recoveries
south of Cape Cod was about the same
for direct and indirect recoveries, whicii
amounted to only 8 percent from Long
Island and south.
Data for black ducks banded on Long
Island, New York during the fall showed
that 60 percent of all indirect recoveries
occurred locally. Only 9 percent of all
indirect recoveries were reported south
of Long Island.
Black ducks banded in the interior
have been largely from the northern part
of their fall and spring ranges. Without
the modification of weather brought
about by maritime influence, snow and
ice make most of the northern interior
areas untenable for large populations of
wintering black ducks. Small numbers
may winter, but band recoveries indicate
that the bulk of the ducks migrate to
more southerly areas.
This situation is exemplified by re-
coveries from black ducks banded at
stations on Lake Chautauqua and Mc-
Ginnis Slough in Illinois. Indirect re-
coveries south of these banding areas
amounted to an identical 24.6 percent
of all recoveries (Tables 23 and 25) for
each station. This is a much larger
southward recovery than Addy's (1953)
findings for Atlantic Coast stations at
about the same latitude (Cape Cod and
Long Island).
When food is available we find sev-
eral thousand black ducks wintering at
the confluence of the Des Plaines and
Kankakee rivers, only about 25 miles
southwest of McGinnis Slough. How-
ever, when a deep or crusted snow
makes waste corn unavailable, most or
all of these ducks depart for more favor-
able areas to the south.
Therefore, we conclude that where
weather conditions are sufliciently uni-
form from year to year as to make win-
tering food supplies consistently avail-
able, black ducks as well as mallards
home to the same wintering areas.
Where weather conditions during winter
vary greatly in their severity, both the
black duck and the mallard exhibit
varying degrees of site attachment.
Where conditions demand a flexible
winter site attachment for survival, both
mallards and black ducks have evolved
such a behavior response.
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A similar flexibility in homing may
also apply to mallards on the breeding
grounds, but adequate documentation of
this is lacking. The only suggestion that
mallards may sometimes seek new areas
for breeding is Sowls' (1955) finding
that both adult and yearling mallards
showed a lower return to the Delta
Marsh, Manitoba area than did several
other species of ducks. Lensink's (1964)
conclusion on the return of mallard
ducklings to their natal region applies to
a rather large region rather than a
specific locality.
Less well known than the homing of
ducks to breeding and wintering areas
is their homing along migration routes.
As discussed in this paper, mallards and
black ducks return to specific localities
in migrating from breeding to wintering
areas. Even so, between 25 and 50 per-
cent of the mallards and black ducks
which stopped at a migration area one
year fail to return to the same area the
next year.
Most of the ducks that miss return-
ing to the same area pass on to their
wintering grounds. Others stop 50-100
miles short or pass 50-100 miles be-
yond their traditional migration area.
Still others stop at marshes east or west
of the one they visited the previous year.
Those ducks which fail to return to a
traditional migration area but stop at
other areas or continue in passage di-
rectly to their wintering grounds may do
so for several reasons: 1) Individuals
which have made a particular area a
migration stop may be in a flock of
ducks oriented to a different goal; they
may be carried along by other, more
dominant, members of the flight. 2) A
reduction in the availability of food re-
sources results either in continued south-
ward passage or a pioneering in the area
for new supplies. 3) Severe winds may
cause migrating ducks to drift off course,
or, in the case of head winds, retard
migration so that birds land prema-
turely. 4) On dark nights, especially
when low cloud decks prevail, waterfowl
may pass over their goal without seeing
the landscape cues necessary for pi-
lotage.
Banding, radar surveillance, and visu-
al sighting demonstrate that ducks may
depart in migration from a particular
area in several different directions.
Upon departure we often see a shift in
individuals and segments of flocks from
one flight line to another. On occasion
we have observed flocks and segments
of flocks undecided as to which direc-
tional flight they should affiliate with;
indecisively they have swung from one
direction to another. Such behavior
leads us to believe that at times individ-
uals and even entire flocks are influ-
enced in choice of direction by the
action of more dominant groups (Bell-
rose 1968:13).
Waterfowl censuses and observations
made over a 30-year period in the Illi-
nois River valley show that when a re-
duction in food resources occurs, many
ducks leave and populations decline.
Ducks arriving one night and failing to
find adequate food have often been ob-
served to leave the next night. The in-
fluence of food on duck populations is
evident in the sharp decline of lesser
scaup (Aythya affinis) numbers in the
Illinois River valley, following the dis-
appearance in 1954 of their principal
food, fingernail clams (Sphaeriidae)
(MUls et al. 1966:18).
Evidence cited earlier in this paper on
the yearly course of mallard band re-
coveries across southern Minnesota and
northern Iowa indicated a drift of mi-
grants. This occurred on nights of major
mass flights with strong quartering or
beam winds. The region where the sus-
pected drift occurred is one devoid of
significant landscape features.
Direct band recoveries (Table 5) and
visual observations confirm that there
are reversed directional movements of
mallards and other ducks. We see most
of these reversed flights after a large
flight has arrived during the previous
night; northward flights the following
evening are most prevalent when low,
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heavy clouds blanket the sky the night
the ducks arrived.
We interpret these reversed flights of
ducks as being made by those flocks
which either bypassed or overshot their
home lakes. Our observations suggest
that at times migrating flocks arrive at
the Illinois or Mississippi valleys south
of their goal, and they correct for their
displacement by turning northward.
Other observations indicate that migrat-
ing ducks miss their goal under condi-
tions of poor visibility at night. Prob-
ably the farther ducks land from their
goal, the less their desire to return.
Therefore, some of those missing a mi-
gration goal continue on to the next
goal, which may be either a migration
area or a terminal wintering area.
The detailed homing by mallards and
black ducks to specific points on the
breeding, migration, and wintering
grounds leads us to deduce that land-
scape features are important factors in
their navigational system. We have fre-
quently seen migrating ducks change
directions upon sight of prominent land-
scape features (Bellrose 1966:79-81).
Since mallards on the average remain
about 28 days at traditional fall migra-
tion areas, they have ample time to be-
come acquainted with local landmarks.
Direct recoveries show a cruising radius
of about 30 miles around each tradi-
tional area, enabling the inhabitants to
become familiar with a sizable region
before moving on to the next traditional
area.
Traditional migration and wintering
areas are established by juvenile ducks
visiting them for the first time in com-
pany with adults who return to the areas
they visited the year before. Available
evidence (Martinson & Hawkins 1968:
684-686) indicates that flocks of mal-
lards are not made up of family units,
as is the case with geese. Recoveries of
ducks banded as broodmates (op. cit.
:
686) have been obtained from wide-
spread areas, evidence that they did not
travel together.
If adult and juvenile ducks do not
migrate together as a family unit, how
do juveniles align themselves with a
group of adults which visit a particular
series of traditional marshes? We have
good reason to believe that most flocks
of ducks are composed of both adults
and juveniles. Our evidence is strongest
for the mallard, a species we have
banded and checked in hunters' bags for
nearly 20 years. In checking hunters'
bags for age composition, we rarely
found all one age class. Only early in
the fall, when mallard migration was
just getting under way, have we found
flocks which were entirely adult drakes.
The composition of mallard age classes
in the bags was quite similar week by
week through the hunting season (Bell-
rose et al. 1961:441). Also both banded
juvenile and adult mallards show similar
chronologies in their southward passage
(Hickey ^1951:286).
From the evidence, we conclude that
juveniles migrate with older ducks of the
same species. We must conjecture on
how a particular group of juveniles be-
came associated with a particular group
of adults. However, it is well known
that adult and juvenile mallards, and,
indeed, most other species, collect in
large numbers on particular staging
areas on the breeding grounds immedi-
ately prior to the fall migration.
On the staging areas are birds in all
stages of physiological development. As
shown by the protracted period of mi-
gration from the breeding grounds, some
mallards reach a migratory state 2
months in advance of others. It seems
reasonable to assume that juvenile and
adult mallards in the same physiological
condition would begin to associate to-
gether. Unknown to us are the be-
havioral displays that would indicate to
the participating individuals the physio-
logical state of other birds. Owen (1968:
623-625) describes some behavioral
mechanisms that apparently served to
bring blue-winged teal together in
groups on staging areas and prepare
them for departure in organized flocks.
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Since hundreds and sometimes thou-
sands of ducks would be at the same
synchrony level of migratory prepared-
ness, chance could well determine which
juveniles associated with which adults.
Therefore, juveniles from the same
brood (associating partly by chance with
adults from different migration corridors
and wintering grounds) could well mi-
grate in a dispersed manner from the
same staging area. The chance associa-
tion of juveniles with adults homing to
diverse migration areas is probably the
reason for certain bandings on the
breeding grounds showing different geo-
graphic patterns between years.
For example, Gollop & Dzubin found
a difference in recoveries between the
Central and Mississippi Flyways among
flightless young mallards banded near
Kindersely, Saskatchewan, 1953-1955.^
In 1953 they reported 2.3 times as many
recoveries in the Central as the Missis-
sippi Flyway, in 1954 it was only 1.1
times as many in the Central Flyway,
and in 1955, it dropped further to only
0.8 times as many. This variation in the
banded samples of young mallards be-
tween flyways may have resulted not
only from chance association with adults
bound for the two flyways, but also
there may have been a seasonal differ-
ence in the physiological state of the
young banded in relation to the adults
present.
Because the birds in each group of
adults, to which juveniles become
attached, utilize their own traditional mi-
gration areas, the juveniles are indoctri-
nated to the same sequence of areas
used by their "foster parents." Then
those juveniles surviving to the next fall
repeat the procedure, returning to the
areas they first visited. Only this time,
they, as adults, escort juveniles. In this
1 From J. B. Gollop & A. Dzubin 1957
mimeographed report with limited distribu-
tion, "Waterfowl banding — Whither goest
thou?" Report to members of the Mississippi
Flyway Technical Committee (now the Tech-
nical Committee of the Mississippi Flyway
Council).
fashion, certain migration and wintering
areas become traditional to long-lived
individuals. By such an intrinsic form
of behavior, a semblance of orderliness
is maintained in the pattern of waterfowl
migration. Therefore, excessively large
numbers of ducks usually do not migrate
to habitats of poor quality, nor do good
quality habitats usually go unused.
When mallards depart from a partic-
ular area in southward migration, they
do not all seek the same marsh as their
next goal. A large passage from just one
staging area is made up of hundreds
to thousands of flocks, most of which
are bound for diverse localities. How-
ever, occasionally we have observed
a number of migrating flocks all fol-
lowing an identical path and all bound
for the same destination.
An assemblage of flocks obviously
migrating along the same route, and
with the same goal, is almost as much
an entity as individuals comprising a
single flock. Because the flocks are
usually strung out in a line for miles, we
refer to this assemblage of flocks as a
"train" flock.
In a light aircraft we have on several
occasions followed the track of a train
flock. Once we observed flocks of ar-
riving mallards landing at Rice Lake,
near Banner, Illinois. Flying in reverse
along their line of flight for 90 miles, we
passed a flock every 30 seconds to 2
minutes. We found that these migrating
flocks were leaving the Skunk River
valley 20 miles west of Burlington,
Iowa. Some of the flocks were out of
sight of each other, yet they were fol-
lowing an identical track east-southeast
across the farm lands of Illinois to Rice
Lake in the Illinois River valley. Appar-
ently this small population of maUards
was migrating as a distinct entity. We
believe that they originated from the
same water area and followed the same
"track" to the same destination. A fu-
ture challenge is to discover how a train
flock originates. How were flocks with
the same goal able to assemble at the
same place? Banding data presented
-I
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here show the importance of the old
ducks in determining the destinations of
flocks from previous visits to a particu-
lar area. Therefore, we would conclude
that the flocks in a train were brought
together by adults with the same migra-
tory pattern. But how did the adults
with the same migratory pattern assem-
ble in the same flock?
Such train flock passage usually in-
volves relatively small numbers of mal-
lards, 1,000 to 10,000. When we have
observed flights of major proportions,
many different goals were involved. One
of many observations was reported in a
recent paper (Bellrose 1966:80): "Mal-
lards were observed flying parallel to the
Illinois River. From time to time we
observed flocks from the migrating
stream 'peeling off' and landing in one
of the many bottomland lakes they were
passing. From our knowledge of 'home
lakes' provided by band recoveries, I
would interpret the peeling off of partic-
ular mallard flocks as an indication that
they had reached their home lake."
From examining the indirect recover-
ies of mallards banded at the several
locations herein reported, it is apparent
that home lakes are dispersed all along
the migration corridor. Whereas some
flocks may migrate only 100 miles to
reach their next home lake, other flocks
migrate 200 miles or more, and a few
even up to 1,000 miles.
It should be emphasized that among
waterfowl migrants, as indeed among all
bird migrants, there are three classes of
visitants to any specific area—"fall-
outs," "dropouts," and "homeouts."
The fallouts are birds forced out of
the air space by unusually severe
weather, such as thunderstorms, snow-
storms, sleet, adverse winds, and the
like. They are often forced to seek
temporary refuge in habitat quite foreign
to their normal activities.
The dropouts are birds which have
ended their migration after a day or a
night flight at such habitats as those
with desirable attributes for their resting
and feeding. They remain only until the
following night or until the weather is
favorable for continued migration.
The homeouts are birds which return
to a specific area throughout their lives
to spend a considerable proportion of
their migration period resting and feed-
ing before continuing in migration. We
probably have banded no fallout mal-
lards, and only a small proportion of
those which are dropouts. The mallards
we have banded in Illinois have been
largely from those composing the home-
out segment of the population.
Management Impiicafions
The analysis of band recoveries re-
ported in this study lends evidence to
our belief that ducks migrate along de-
finable areas of geography, smaller than
flyways, which we have referred to as
"migration corridors" (Bellrose 1968).
What sets one migration corridor apart
from others is the breadth of passage of
a homogeneous segment of a waterfowl
population. A homogeneous segment of
a population in migration may be de-
fined as flocks of a particular species
which exhibit similar geographic and
habitat affinities.
Populations of ducks from any pre-
migratory staging area migrate to a se-
quence of wetland areas within corridors
from 150 to 250 miles wide, as shown
by standard deviations of band recover-
ies. Only when mallards are departing
or approaching a specific area fre-
quented the year before does the breadth
become smaller.
Most species of ducks exhibit a high
degree of homing to specific areas on
breeding, migration, and wintering
grounds, as do Canada geese (Branta
canadensis). It would appear, therefore,
that ducks should afford the same po-
tential regional manipulation of harvest
as do geese. However, there are basic
differences in flock organization between
ducks and geese which operate against
such management.
As discussed earlier, Canada geese
migrate as family units, whereas young
from the same brood of ducks are likely
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to disperse among different flocks
(Martinson & Hawkins 1968). From
many staging areas flocks of ducks may
migrate along several different migration
corridors. Because of some dispersal of
broodmates in migration, a particular
breeding area may contribute to several
migration corridors, and sometimes to
more than one flyway. Moreover, ducks
from a specific migration corridor fan
out over an extensive part of the breed-
ing range, as illustrated by the distribu-
tion of band recoveries in Canada (Fig.
8). On the other hand, it is well known
that Canada geese from a particular
migration corridor breed in close prox-
imity to each other in well-defined geo-
graphic areas.
The geographic fidelity of distinct ele-
ments in breeding populations of Can-
ada geese makes it possible to regulate
their kill along specific migration corri-
dors. Evidence at present suggests that
the kill of ducks along one migration
corridor would have some degree of in-
fluence, through the breeding popula-
tion, on the population status of ad-
jacent migration corridors. This stems
from the potential dispersal of a brood
to more than one migration corridor.
Consequently, the available evidence in-
dicates that the duck harvest cannot be
regulated on a corridor basis as precisely
as it is for Canada geese.
Certain critical information is needed
before establishing hunting regulations
on the basis of migration corridors
rather than flyways. We need to know
much more about the degree of dispersal
in broodmates along different migration
corridors. We need to know the motiva-
tion and selection that governs the for-
mation of flocks on premigration staging
areas. We need to know, for all im-
portant staging areas, the distribution of
flocks along the various migration corri-
dors. Until we have much more infor-
mation on the relationship between
various units of breeding populations of
ducks and migration corridors, we urge
caution in establishing hunting regula-
tions for ducks by migration corridors.
Nevertheless, the fact that there is an
affinity among ducks in migration for
traditional wetlands provides a new di-
mension in considering both habitat and
population management. Because of a
degree of return to specific wetland
areas, we see evidence of waterfowl
refuges which are overpopulated and
others which are underpopulated. We
suggest that an example of mallards
overpopulating a refuge occurred at the
Squaw Creek National Wildlife Refuge
up to 1963 and an example of under-
populating a refuge occurs at the Upper
Mississippi Wildlife and Fish Refuge. In
order to achieve maximum efficiency in
a refuge system, it is essential to distrib-
ute refuge areas according to the in-
tensity of use along each migration
corridor. How well this has been done
requires further appraisal, species by
species and corridor by corridor.
A population segment indigenous to
a particular migration corridor could
conceivably be overharvested or under-
harvested. If consistently overharvested,
it could result in migration habitat being
occupied below its carrying capacity.
This would arise from the fact that
fewer adults from that particular corri-
dor would be available to attract their
share of juveniles from the gathering of
young on premigration staging areas. We
are presuming, of course, that chance
divides the juvenile ducks on the staging
area equally among the available "adult
guides," and, moreover, that the staging
area is frequented by adults from more
than one migration corridor. Potentially,
at least, the corridor represented by the
largest number of adult guides on the
staging area would logically receive the
lion's share of available juveniles.
SUMMARY
1. Recoveries from the banding of
mallards at five locations in Illinois, at
the Delta Marsh, Manitoba, and at the
Squaw Creek National Wildlife Refuge,
Missouri, were analyzed. Recoveries
from black ducks banded at two stations
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in Illinois were also compared as to
geographic distribution.
2. The geographic distribution of
band recoveries was analyzed on the
basis of longitude and latitude. Compari-
sons of the longitudinal distribution in
recoveries were made by establishing the
mean and its standard deviation for each
degree of latitude. Standard deviation
implies that two-thirds of the band re-
coveries for each degree of latitude oc-
curred within the longitudinal deviates.
3. Indirect recoveries from mallards
banded at the Delta Marsh, Manitoba,
and the McGinnis Slough, Spring Lake,
Lake Chautauqua, Calhoun Refuge, and
Union County stations in Illinois all
showed the same basic geographic pat-
tern. The principal difference in the re-
covery patterns from these six stations
occurred about 100 miles to the north
and to the south of each station. In
these zones, the recoveries indicated a
departure of the mallards from the main
stream of passage to return to the area
frequented the previous year.
4. The axis of the indirect recover-
ies from Illinois and Delta Marsh mal-
lard bandings extended southeastward
from east-central Saskatchewan to
north-central Illinois, and then almost
straight south to south-central Louisi-
ana.
5. Indirect recoveries from mallards
banded at the Squaw Creek National
Wildlife Refuge, Missouri, showed a
similar origin to those groups banded
at the Delta Marsh and in Illinois. .All
banded groups of mallards seemed to
have commenced their fall migration
from east-central Saskatchewan. How-
ever, near the United States border, the
Squaw Creek banded mallards pursved
a more south-southwesterly course than
those banded at the Delta Marsh and
in Illinois. The east-west separation of
these two bandings was greatest at the
latitude of the Squaw Creek Refuge. On
their principal wintering grounds in east-
central Arkansas, Squaw Creek mallards
were centered only 25 miles west from
those of the other banded groups.
6. There are only slight differences
between the longitudinal distribution
patterns of direct and indirect recoveries
for those latitudes and banding stations
where data permit comparison. The
principal difference that did occur was
in the more limited east-west spread in
direct recoveries. The greater spread of
the indirect recoveries indicates the pro-
portion of mallards which in years fol-
lowing banding passed east or west of
their former migration homes.
7. The homing of mallards back to
the same degrees of latitude as where
they were initially banded is shown by
the large indirect recovery rates at the
latitudes of the respective banding sta-
tions.
8. An index to the degree of hom-
ing to the latitude of the banding station
can be obtained by comparing the pro-
portion of direct recoveries with indirect
recoveries for those latitudes where both
occur. At four stations where such
comparisons were possible, the indica-
tion was that 50-58 percent of the
banded mallards alive returned in sub-
sequent years to the latitudes of their
respective banding areas. Others under-
shot or overshot their former areas,
showing up in latitudes immediately
north or south of their previous fall
migration homes.
9. Direct and indirect recoveries in-
dicated that mallards are most abundant
on the wintering grounds between the
34° and 36° parallels in eastern Arkan-
sas and western Mississippi. Thus, mal-
lards banded over an extensive region
of the Midwest concentrated in the same
general region for wintering.
10. Personnel of the South Dakota
Department of Game, Fish, and Parks
banded 2,144 mallards during winter in
the northern Black Hills. Indirect re-
coveries at the latitude of the banding
station amounted to 46.4 percent of the
total, evidence of the large proportion
of mallards that returned to their former
wintering area.
11. The seasonal turnover in mal-
lard populations during the fall at Lake
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Chautauqua was analyzed on the basis
of elapsed time in direct recoveries,
elapsed time in repeat captures at the
banding traps, and the relative propor-
tion of indirect recoveries at any 1 de-
gree of latitude. The proportion of band
recoveries was equated with time avail-
able during the hunting season. The
elapsed time of direct recoveries re-
ceived from the area of the banding
station was 17.3 days for adult drakes,
14.9 days for juvenile drakes, and 16.0
days for hens. Repeats of mallards in
the banding traps indicated an elapsed
time of 10-11 days. Indirect recoveries
indicated that mallards remained in the
Lake Chautauqua area for 27.9 days. It
is believed that the figure derived from
indirect recovery data was the most
valid.
12. The chronology of mallard pas-
sage down the Mississippi migration
corridor was plotted from indirect re-
coveries. Peaks in recoveries occurred
September 20-26 in the Canadian zone,
October 25-31 in the northern zone of
the United States, November 8-15 in
the central zone, and December 27-Jan-
uary 3 in the southern zone. The princi-
pal southward passage occurred over a
2-month period, October 15-Decem-
ber 15.
13. Black ducks were banded at
McGinnis Slough and Lake Chautauqua
locations, respectively, in northern and
central Illinois. The black ducks banded
in central Illinois commenced their
southward passage largely from Ontario
west of Lake Superior. Those banded in
northern Illinois started their fall flight
from that region of Ontario north of
Lake Superior. Both groups wintered in
the same region, centering around the
Mississippi River south of Illinois.
14. The mean and standard devia-
tion lines of black duck recoveries
showed that with respect to longitude a
large proportion returned to the areas
of their banding stations. The east-west
spreads in direct and indirect recoveries
at the McGinnis Slough banding station
were almost identical, indicating that
only a few returning ducks stopped at
areas east or west of there.
15. The latitudinal distribution of
black ducks also showed a high degree
of homing. A comparison of the direct
and indirect recoveries by latitude indi-
cated that only 15 percent more direct
than indirect recoveries occurred at the
latitude of Lake Chautauqua for band-
ings made there and 18 percent more
direct than indirect recoveries at the
latitude of McGirmis Slough for band-
ings made there.
16. In several areas of the Missis-
sippi migration corridor the waterfowl
habitat is so unevenly distributed that
the mallard recoveries are biased geo-
graphically. However, in general the in-
direct recoveries reflected the corridor
of passage between the breeding and
wintering grounds.
17. The detailed homing by mal-
lards and black ducks to specific areas
on breeding, migrating, and wintering
grounds points up the importance of
landscape features as cues in migration.
18. It appears that traditional mi-
grating and wintering areas become
established by juvenile ducks visiting
them for the first time in the company
of adults who return to the areas they
previously frequented.
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INDEX
Adults (defined), 169
Aix spoiisa (sec wood duck)
Alias acuta (see pintail)
Anas discors (see blue-winged teal)
Anas ptatyrhynclios (see mallard)
Anas nibripes (see black duck)
Anas strepera (see gadwall)
Arkansas, 176, 179, 193, 200
river, 176 179, 215
Stuttgart, 185, 204 \
Atlantic Flyway, 172
Axial (mean) line (defined), 171
black duck, 213, 216
mallard, 172, 174-177, 185-187, 191,
193-195, 197, 229
Aythya coUaiis (see ring-necked duck)
B
Bait(ing), 168, 220
Band recovery data by coordinates, 170-171
Banding year (defined), 170
Bandings (see also black duck and mallard),
168-171
Black Hills, 202-203
Calhoun County, 190-192
Delta Marsh, 197-200
Lake Chautauqua, 171-182, 213-216
McGinnis Slough, 183-186, 216-218
Spring Lake, 186-190
Squaw Creek, 200-202
Union County. 192-197
Beam winds, effect of, 196, 224
Bird Banding Laboratory, 169
Black duck, 167, 213-218
homing, 216, 220-221
Lake Chautauqua banding, 213-216
latitudinal distribution, 215-216
longitudinal distribution, 213-216
McGinnis Slough banding, 216-218
relative abundance, 213
spread in standard deviation of recov-
eries, 214-215, 217
Black Hills, 202-203, 216, 229
banding of mallards, 202
distribution of recoveries compared to
those of other areas, 202
location, 203
Blue-winged teal, 220, 225
Branta canadensis (see Canada goose)
Broodmate(s), 225, 228
Bucephala albeola (see bufflehead)
Bufflehead, 221
location, 190
longitudinal distribution, 190-192
Canada (see also distribution of individual
mallard band recoveries), 176, 178, 197,
200, 211-213
Canada goose, 222, 227-228
Cape Cod. Massachusetts, 223
Central Flyway, 172, 226
Chronology of band recoveries, 210-213,
225, 230
Coordinates
defined, 170
mapped (see frontispiece)
Cruising radius, 179, 189, 225
Delta Marsh (Manitoba), 197-200, 209, 220
banding of mallards, 197
direct recoveries, 197-199
distribution of recoveries compared to
those of other areas, 198-200
indirect recoveries, 197-199
latitudinal distribution, 199-200
location, 197
longitudinal distribution, 197-199
De Soto National Wildlife Refuge, 200
Direct band recoveries
black duck latitudinal, 215-218
black duck longitudinal, 213-216
compared to indirect recoveries, 178-179,
182, 184-186, 190, 199, 215, 218
defined, 170
mallard latitudinal, 181-182, 185-186,
190, 199, 203
mallard longitudinal, 179, 186, 199
Distribution of individual mallard band
recoveries, 176, 178, 188
"Dropouts," 227
Duck Island Preserve, 167
"Fallouts," 227
"Foster parents," 226
Gadwall, 220
Gulf of Mexico. 181-182, 185, 190, 215
H
Home(ing), 179, 181, 184-186, 203, 215-216,
220, 222, 227, 229-230
"Homeouts," 227
Hovey Lake, 178, 192, 219
Calhoun (Division) Mark Twain National
Wildlife Refuge, 190-192
banding of mallards, 190
distribution of recoveries compared to
those of other areas, 190
indirect recoveries, 190-192
latitudinal distribution, 190
Illinois Department of Conservation, 168
Immatures (defined), 169
Indirect band recoveries
black duck latitudinal, 215-218
black duck longitudinal, 213-216
compared to direct recoveries, 178-179,
182, 184-186. 190, 199, 215, 218
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defined. 170
mallard latitudinal, 179-182. 185-186,
189-190. 192, 196-197, 199-203, 208
mallard longitudinal, 172-178, 183-184,
186-188, 190-200
Iowa, 192-193. 210, 218
Lake Chautauqua Refuge, 171-182, 213-216
banding of black ducks, 213-216
banding of mallards, 171-182
direct recoveries, 177-179, 181-182
distribution of recoveries compared to
those of other areas, 186, 190, 197,
202, 216
indirect recoveries, 172-182
latitudinal distribution, 179-182,215-216
location, 171
longitudinal distribution, 172-179,
213-215
Landmarks, 225
Landscape for orientation, 194-196, 224-225
Latitudinal distribution of band recoveries
black duck, 215-216
mallard, 179-182, 185-186, 189-190. 192,
196-197, 199-203
Longitudinal distribution of band recoveries
black duck, 213-216
mallard, 172-179, 183-201
Louisiana, 179, 187 200, 204
M
Mallard, 167, 171-213
abundance, 167, 171, 186-189, 190, 200,
202, 211
Black Hills banding, 202-203
Calhoun County banding, 190-192
Delta Marsh banding, 197-200
homing, 179, 184-185, 229
hunting seasons, 208, 210-211
Lake Chautauqua banding, 171-182
McGinnis Slough banding. 183-186
rate of migration, 205-206
relative abundance, 213
retrapping, 230
seasonal chronology of migration,
210-213
seasonal population turnover, 203-210
spread in standard deviation of recov-
eries. 176-179
Spring Lake banding, 186-190
Squaw Creek Wildlife Refuge banding,
200-202
Union County banding, 192-197
winter(ing) areas, 172, 176, 197, 200,
203, 222, 229
Management implications, 227-228
Mass(ed) flights, 175-176, 194
McGinnis Slough (Forest Preserve District
of Cook County), 183-186, 216-218, 230
banding of black ducks, 216-218
banding of mallards, 183-186
direct recoveries, 184-185
distribution of recoveries compared to
those of other areas, 183-186
indirect recoveries, 183-185
latitudinal distribution, 185-186, 216-218
location, 183
longitudinal distribution, 183-185, 216
Mean longitude (see also axial line), 177-179,
183, 194, 198, 201, 214, 217, 219, 230
Migration corridor, 176, 204, 220, 222-223.
227
Minnesota, 193-194, 200, 210, 213, 218
Mississippi Flyway, 171-172, 226
defined geographically, 171
recoveries outside border, 171-172
Mississippi migration corridor (see also mi-
gration corridor), 176. 198-199, 204, 210,
220, 230
N
Nebraska, 203
North Dakota, 210, 218
Objectives, 167-168
Orientation (see also landscape for orienta-
tion), 195-196
Overcast skies, effect of on migration, 194,
224-225
Overflight, 181-182, 186, 190. 197, 200, 209,
217-218, 224-225
Pacific Northwest, 222
Patuxent Wildlife Research Center, 169
Pintail, 220
R
Rate of migration (passage), 206-208
Recovery (defined), 170
Recovery bias from hunting, 174, 200, 216,
218
Repeats or retrapped ducks (defined), 170
Return (defined), 170
Return to banding site (see also homing)
black duck, 221, 223-224, 230
blue-winged teal, 220
bufflehead, 221
Canada goose, 222
gadwall. 220
mallard, 221-222, 224
pintail, 220
ring-necked duck, 221
shoveler, 220
wood duck, 221
Reverse migration (flight), 182, 197, 217, 224
Ring-necked duck, 221
Seasonal chronology, 210-213, 230
geographic zones, 210-212
migration waves, 213
period of peak abundance, 211
time span, 212-213
Seasonal turnover in population, 203-210,
229-230
length of stay, 204-208, 230
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rate of passage. 206
time versus distance, 204-205
Shoveler, 220
South Dal<ota, 182, 202-203, 210, 216, 222
Spatula clvpeala (see shoveler)
Spring Lake (Division) Upper Mississippi
Wildlife and Fish Refuge, 186-190
banding of mallards, 186
direct recoveries, 186-190
distribution of recoveries compared to
those of other areas, 189
indirect recoveries, 186-190
latitudinal distribution, 189-190
location, 186
longitudinal distribution, 186-189
Squaw Creek (National Wildlife Refuge),
200-202, 228
abundance of mallards, 200, 202
banding of mallards, 200
distribution of recoveries compared to
those of other areas, 201-202
indirect recoveries, 201-202
latitudinal distribution, 201-202
location, 200
longitudinal distribution, 200
Staging areas, 225
Standard deviation of recoveries, 171, 230
black duck, 213-214, 217, 230
mallard, 176, 178-179, 184, 187,
192-193, 198-199
Tabulation of band recoveries, 169, 171
Terminology, 169-170
Traditional migration and wintering areas,
209, 225, 230
"Train" flocks, 226
Traps, trapping, 168-169
U
Union County Wildlife Management Area,
192-197
banding of mallards, 192
distribution of recoveries compared to
those of other areas, 192, 194, 197
indirect recoveries, 192-197
latitudinal distribution, 196-197
location, 192
longitudinal distribution, 192-196
Upper Mississippi Wildlife and Fish Refuge,
186, 218, 228
W
Winds, effect of, 176, 194-196, 224
Wintering grounds
black ducks, 215, 223
mallard, 172, 176, 189, 197, 200, 203,
222, 229
Wood duck, 221
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